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Abstrat
The desire for multi-media ontent and rihly interative data servies is shaping
a new era for teleommuniations networks. Future networks will need to be apa-
ble of oering Triple Play, Internet Protool Television, Video-on-Demand, Voie-
over-Internet-Protool and High-Speed Internet Aess, ombined with guaran-
teed Quality of Servie. These networks will employ optial transport networks
with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) tehnology, and advaned mod-
ulation formats, in order to ahieve the high apaities required. In addition,
given the bursty nature of this data it is expeted that dynami alloation of the
bandwidth will be implemented to eiently use the available apaity. The key
omponent in these networks will be the tunable laser transmitters that generate
the dierent wavelength pakets. This thesis has explored novel appliations and
implementations of the sampled-grating distributed Bragg reetor (SG-DBR)
laser, in optial WDM metro, and aess networks. Through theory, simulations
and experiments, I have investigated the use of SG-DBR lasers for advaned mod-
ulation formats in fast reongurable optial networks. Firstly, the phase noise
properties of the SG-DBR laser and its impats on oherent optial ommunia-
tions have been intensively haraterized. Subsequently, I proposed tehniques
to overome these obstales for advaned modulation format ommuniation sys-
tems. Finally, the appliation of advaned modulation formats in dynami optial
paket swithing senarios employing SG-DBR lasers have been evaluated.
vi
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Introdution
Due to the exponential growth of the internet tra (60% every 18 months),
the urrent optial transportation networks are moving towards higher spetral
eieny ommuniations links with lower lateny. Coherent detetion using
advaned modulation formats, aompanied by fast re-ongurable optial net-
works, would enable the ability to ahieve this target for future ommuniations
networks. In this work, I will extensively investigate the important aspets of fast
re-ongurable optial networks deploying advaned optial modulation formats.
The key omponent in suh a network is the fast-wavelength-swithing tunable
laser, partiularly, the Sampled-Grating Distributed Bragg Reetor (SG-DBR)
laser. However, SG-DBR lasers exhibit sophistiated phase noise properties that
would signiantly impat the performane of systems using advaned modula-
tion formats. This leads to the need for novel signal proessing algorithms and
transmission methods to takle the impat of SG-DBR laser phase noise. The
main ontribution of this researh work an be summarized as below.
I rstly proposed and experimentally demonstrated laser phase noise mea-
surement methods to haraterize the SG-DBR laser in detail. From the mea-
surement results, I an resolve, and onrm with the theoretial analysis, that
the phase/frequeny noise of the SG-DBR laser onsists of: (1) the Shawlow-
Townes-Henry phase noise (random-walk proess in phase) with relaxation osil-
lation above 5GHz; (2) the ltered Frequeny Modulation noise (FM-noise) from
the dynamis of arriers in passive setions; and espeially the low frequeny noise
inluding the iker 1/f noise and the frequeny random-walk 1/f 2 noise. The
impat of the dierent phase noise proesses in optial ommuniation systems
were then arefully examined. I found that the low frequeny noise an lead to
instability of the system performane while the Shawlow-Townes-Henry phase
noise basially denes the lower limit for the Bit Error Rate (BER) performane
of the oherent ommuniations systems. I then proposed the use of a seond
order deision-direted phase-loked loop phase traking algorithm to overome
this issue in fully optially oherent ommuniations links. I also proposed two
novel transmission shemes: the self-heterodyne reeiver using phase modulation
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detetion tehnique, and baudrate-pilot-aided quadrature amplitude modulation
transmission sheme with diret detetion to eetively overome the signiant
impat of the laser phase/frequeny noise in the SG-DBR lasers. Finally, the
appliation of the SG-DBR lasers in optial paket swithing networks employing
advaned modulation formats was arefully examined. The baudrate-pilot-aided
quadrature amplitude modulation transmission sheme has proven to be a suit-
able andidate for suh a highly dynami system.
The struture of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 1 reviews the urrent status of the optial ommuniation networks.
Firstly, the fundamental limits of the optial ommuniations links will be revised.
Advaned optial modulation formats employing oherent detetion tehnique
whih oers high spetral eieny and high energy eieny are reviewed. The
urrent trend in researh and development of spae division multiplexing systems
are also presented. Finally, reongurable optial networks and the appliation
of advaned modulation formats in these networks will be disussed.
Chapter 2 re-derives the general Shawlow-Townes-Henry phase noise formula
for semiondutor lasers. Based on that I then develop an analytial model for
phase noise proesses in monolithi tunable lasers with multi-setions, parti-
ularly the Distributed Bragg Reetor - style lasers. The omplete Frequeny
Modulation-noise spetrum of a SG-DBR laser is nally formulated.
Chapter 3 proposes and demonstrates the novel delayed-self-heterodyne phase
noise measurement method employing the phase modulation detetion tehnique.
The proposed method was then ompared and onrmed with the onventional
delayed-self-homodyne phase noise measurement method employing a oherent
reeiver. The phase noise measurement tehniques were then utilized to exten-
sively study the phase noise proesses in dierent types of semiondutor lasers,
espeially the SG-DBR lasers.
Chapter 4 examines the laser phase noise issue in advaned modulation for-
mat optial ommuniation systems employing monolithi tunable lasers. I rstly
investigate the eets of the SG-DBR laser phase noise proesses in a oherent
optial ommuniation system. The novel phase noise traking algorithm utilizing
a seond-order deision-direted phase-loked loop has then been proposed and
evaluated. In this hapter, two novel transmission shemes to eetively overome
the problem of phase/frequeny noise in SG-DBR lasers are proposed while satis-
fying the target of high spetral eieny for ommuniations links: Dierential
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Quadrature Phase Shift Keying signaling with the oherent-self-heterodyne re-
eiver employing phase modulation detetion tehnique; and baudrate-pilot-aided
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation transmission with diret detetion sheme.
Chapter 5 investigates the appliations of advaned optial modulation for-
mats in the fast reongurable optial networking senario. I found that the
performane of a Dierential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying system employing
the SG-DBR laser for fast-wavelength-swithing experienes performane degra-
dation during the wavelength swithing event. This performane degradation is
examined and disussed through the experimental results. Finally, I onrm that
the baudrate-pilot-aided Quadrature Amplitude Modulation transmission sheme
with diret detetion is a good t for suh an appliation in optial paket swith-
ing networks.
Chapter 6 summarizes and onludes the thesis. Some possible future researh
diretions are disussed at the end of this hapter.
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Chapter 1
Optial Communiation Networks
Beginning with the pioneering experiment on data transmission over a short glass
ber arried out by Charles K. Kao at the Standard Teleommuniation Labora-
tories - Harlow in 1965, optial ommuniations has developed tremendously over
the past 50 years. The photon has manifested itself as the most eient data
transport arrier up-to-date. In this hapter we briey review some essential on-
stituents of modern optial ommuniation networks. The hapter is as follows.
We rstly evaluate the apaity limit of the optial hannel employing Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM) in setion 1.1. In setion 1.2, the urrent
status of advaned modulation formats used in optial networks will be reviewed.
Re-ongurable optial networks are reviewed in setion 1.3. We nally present
the feasibility of ombining advaned modulation formats with re-ongurable
optial networks to ahieve optimum eieny of resoures in the entire optial
network in setion 1.4.
1.1 Capaity limit of optial ber utilizing WDM
transmission
To evaluate the apaity limit of optial ommuniations over ber, we start with
a brief review on the Shannon limit for ommuniations, partiularly for Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) hannel [1℄. The estimation of hannel apaity
of optial ber will be based on onsidering this limitation with the nonlinear
Shrodinger wave equation in the ber [2, 3, 4, 5℄.
1.1.1 Shannon limit in ommuniations
The dawn of modern digital ommuniations began with the Information Theory
proposed by Claude E. Shannon in 1948 [1℄. A rigorous derivation of apaity for
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an AWGN hannel was presented in [1, 3℄. To desribe the apaity, the entropy
of a transmitting signal X (a random variable) to the hannel ould be dened
as [1, 3℄
H(X) =
∑
a
−PX(a) log2 PX(a) (1.1)
where PX is the probability that the random variable X takes the value a in
the modulation onstellation. The mutual information of the transmitted signal
X and reeived signal Y has been dened as [3℄
I(X ; Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) =
∑
a,b
PXY (a, b) log2
PXY (a, b)
PX(a)PY (b)
(1.2)
The apaity of a hannel for reliable ommuniations is then the maximum
mutual information over all possible input distributions PX(.), i.e. the apaity
in bits per symbol is [1, 3℄
C = max
Px(.)
I(X ; Y ) (1.3)
Theoretially for an AWGN hannel with ontinuous input - ontinuous out-
put, the equation 1.3 yields a well-known formula of hannel apaity in bits per
seond (or information rate) [1, 3℄
C = log2(1 + SNR) (1.4)
where SNR is the Signal-to-Noise ratio. Nevertheless, in a pratial ommu-
niation system, the input onstellation used to be a disrete set of symbols that
yields a more realisti hannel with disrete input - ontinuous output. Partiu-
larly we pay attention to two families of modulation formats named Phase Shift
Keying (M-PSK) and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-QAM) where M is
dened as the onstellation size or the number of points in the modulation on-
stellation. Obviously the maximum apaity of these disrete modulation formats
is log2(M). Fig. 1.1 illustrates the Shannon limit for an AWGN hannel and the
apaity for some widely used modulation formats.
1.1.2 The nonlinear Shannon limit of WDM system
Optial ommuniations employing the optial ber as a nonlinear transmission
medium makes it unique to onventional wire-line and wireless ommuniations.
In addition to the Amplied Spontaneous Emission (ASE) noise indued by opti-
al ampliers, the most important propagation nonlinearity of this medium is the
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Figure 1.1: Shannon limit for AWGN hannel
intensity dependene of the refrative index [2, 3, 5℄. In WDM systems, the han-
nel apaity limit is mainly dened by the nonlinearity indued by ross phase
modulation (XPM) from the neighbouring hannels to the hannel-of-interest as
argued in [2℄ and proven in [3, 5℄. Following the pioneering work in [2℄, to esti-
mate the apaity limit of information transmitted over the optial hannel , we
begin with the Shrodinger equation whih governs the evolution of the optial
eld of the hannel-of-interest i in the single mode ber.
j
∂Ei(z, t)
∂z
=
β
2
∂2Ei(z, t)
∂t2
+ V (z, t)Ei(z, t) (1.5)
where V (z, t) = −2γ∑
k 6=i
|Ek(z, t)|2 appears as a random noise term to the
hannel-of-interest and Ek(z, t) are the independent E-eld from the other han-
nels. By introduing a nonlinear intensity sale I0, the analyti expression for
lower-bound CLB to the total hannel apaity of the stohasti Shrodinger equa-
tion 1.5 an be expressed as [2, 5℄
CLB = ncB log2
(
1 +
e−(I/I0)
2
I
I0 + (1− e−(I/I0)2) I
)
(1.6)
where I0 =
√
BD∆λ
2γ2 ln(nc/2)Leff
. The parameters in the above equation are: nc
- the number of WDM hannels, B - the signal bandwidth in eah hannel, D -
the ber dispersion oeient, ∆λ (or ∆f)- the hannel spaing (in wavelength
or frequeny) of WDM grid, γ - the nonlinear oeient of the ber, the ef-
fetive length of the system Leff ≈ ns/α where ns is the number of spans and
α is the ber loss oeient. Figure 1.2a plots the lower bounds of Spetral
Eieny SE = CLB
nc∆f
for the optial ber versus the input power per hannel
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(a) Spetral Eieny limit with dierent γ
(b) Spetral Eieny limit with dierent nc & ns
Figure 1.2: The lower bounds of spetral eieny of nonlinear Shannon limit for
optial ber with α = 0.2dB/Km, parameters for WDM system: B = 40GHz,
∆f = 50GHz, nc = 100, D = 17ps/nm/km, ns = 20 and dierent values of
nonlinear oeient γ for (a); (b) presents the dependeny of hannel apaity on
system length (or ns) and number of WDM hannel nc with γ = 1.27W
−1km−1.
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with the parameters given below, assuming that all hannels have the same input
power. Equation 1.6 yields a onlusion that in a WDM system, the hannel
apaity inreases with ber dispersion, hannel spaing, signal bandwidth, and
dereases with the number of hannels and the number of spans. Figure 1.2b
learly demonstrates this.
Optial-Signal-to-Noise ratio (OSNR): In optial ommuniations, besides
the SNR, the OSNR has been frequently used as a measure to manage the qual-
ity of signal in transmission. The denition of OSNR diers from SNR by a
normalization fator based on the partiular hoie for the xed referene noise
bandwidth Bref , and how the polarization modes are aounted for. The rela-
tionship between OSNR and SNR an be expressed as [3, 4℄
OSNR =
pRs
2Bref
SNR (1.7)
where p is the number of polarization modes modulated in transmission, Rs is
the symbol rate and Bref is the referene noise bandwidth, usually Bref = 0.1nm.
1.2 Review of advaned modulation formats for
optial ommuniations
Due to the apaity runh in Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM)
optial networks, and data tra inreasing exponentially by 30 to 60% every
year [4, 6℄, the onventional On-O Keying modulation format in optial om-
muniations is surely not apable of oping with this apaity trend. Advaned
optial modulation formats, espeially with oherent detetion, whih oer high
spetral eieny are being inreasingly investigated in researh and installed in
ommerial systems from 2012. Fig. 1.3 reviews the evolution of experimentally
ahieved system apaity and spetral eieny of advaned optial modulation
formats over the last two deades [6℄. This setion gives an overview of the ur-
rent status of advaned modulation formats being atively employed in optial
ommuniation networks.
1.2.1 High spetral eieny modulation formats with o-
herent detetion
Coherent detetion shemes were intensively studied in the early 1980s due to the
high sensitivity of the oherent reeiver. However, with the advent of Erbium-
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Figure 1.3: The left gure summarizes the experimentally ahieved single-hannel
bit rates (single-arrier, single-polarization, eletronially multiplexed; green ir-
les), symbol rates in digital oherent detetion (purple squares), and aggregate
per-ber apaities (triangles) using wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM;
red), polarization-division multiplexing (PDM; blue), and spae-division multi-
plexing (SDM; yellow). Experimentally ahieved per-polarization spetral e-
ienies in single- (red) and dual-polarization (blue) experiments are also shown
in the right gure. [6℄
doped ber amplier (EDFA) in ombination with high-apaity Wavelength Di-
vision Multiplexing systems, the researh and development of oherent systems
were interrupted for nearly 20 years [7, 8℄. The use of EDFA's and WDM re-
sulted in the signiant inrease in system apaity in experimental demonstra-
tion (about 2.5 dB/year) during the 1990s as observed in Fig. 1.3. Sine then,
On/O Keying modulation format (OOK), with its simpliity, has dominated
optial ommuniations in the last deades. OOK was also the rst modulation
sheme used in ommerially available produts of 40 Gbit/s [9℄ ommuniation
systems and was taken all the way to 100 Gbit/s in researh demonstrations [10℄.
Even though the tehnial diulties assoiated with the bandwidth of ele-
troni omponents for OOK at 100 Gbits/s were shown to be manageable, it was
realized early on that the spetral eieny of OOK would not be suient for
future optial transport network, and researh on 100 Gb/s started to inlude
higher order modulation formats suh as Dierential Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying (DQPSK) with delay line interferometers (DLIs) and diret detetion by
2002 [11, 12℄. Reently, 100 Gb/s DQPSK systems was taken to eld trials for
live HDTV video tra using the LambdaExtreme platform over 504 Km [13℄.
Although DQPSK was demonstrated for 100 Gb/s systems, it ould only
support a 100 GHz hannel spaing. For migrating to even higher bitrate and
supporting 50 GHz hannel spaing (DWDM), higher spetral eieny modu-
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lation formats would be required. The next stage of optial ommuniations has
been opened up with high-speed Digital-to-Analog onverters (DAC), Analog-to-
Digital onverters (ADC), digital signal proessing (DSP) proessor and optial
oherent detetion. The real and imaginary omponents of the omplex amplitude
of the optial arrier ould be oherently deteted and retrieved with a digital
oherent reeiver using an optial 90o hybrid. Modern optial oherent reeivers
with DSP are built on the intradyne priniple where the intermediate frequeny
falls somewhere within the signal band (beause a small frequeny oset is on-
sistently introdued between the lasers at the transmitter and the reeiver). In
addition, polarization division multiplexing (PDM) ould be ombined with ad-
vaned modulation formats to double the spetral eieny. In this way, 111
Gb/s PDM-QPSK was rst demonstrated over 2550 Km for 50 GHz hannel
spaing DWDM in [14℄.
With the ommerial popularity of Lithium-Niobate based Nested-Mah-Zehnder
modulators (I-Q modulator), oupled with polarization/phase diversity optial
90o hybrids, higher spetral eieny has been ahieved by employing oherent
detetion with high order Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) formats
[15℄. However as observed from Fig. 1.1 the riher onstellation of higher order
QAM requires the reeived signal to have higher Signal-to-Noise ratio, and also
requires more ompliated DSP at the reeiver side. The spetral purity of laser
soure was onsidered as one of the pronouned obstales for QAM formats with
oherent detetion. Reently Polarization-Multiplexed 16-QAM at 224Gbits/s
has been reported in [15℄ using an External Cavity Lasers with narrow linewidth
for both transmitter side and loal osillator (LO) at reeiver side. Subsequently
32-QAM and 64-QAM for single arrier transmission with DSP-oine has been
experimentally reported [6℄. Apart from using advaned DSP after oherent de-
tetion to overome the laser phase noise issue, the idea of Phase Loked Loop in
RF ommuniations was also adopted in an Optial Phase Loked Loop inorpo-
rated by transmitting a pilot tone [16℄. In this tehnique, Nakazawa's group have
reported remarkable oherent optial detetion of 512-QAM at 54 Gbit/s over 4.1
GHz optial bandwidth using C2H2 ber lasers with extremely low linewidth (4
KHz) [17℄. They also ombined their oherent QAM systems with Optial Time
Division Multiplexing (OTDM) to ahieve even higher bitrate with high spetral
eieny. A 400 Gb/s 32 RZ/QAM system was reported over 225 Km on a single
arrier at 10 Gsymbol/s × 4-OTDM in [18℄.
In parallel with inreasing the spetral eieny by simply using denser on-
stellation, to pak more information bits into a given bandwidth of the C-band
(and extended L-band) of the EDFA, researhers have proposed new tehniques
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to redue the guard bands between the DWDM hannels by introduing the Su-
perhannel tehnology [19℄. A losely-spaed Superhannel ould be formed by
: (i) maintaining the orthogonality in the frequeny domain of the transmit-
ted sub-hannels (subarriers), and the time-aligned symbols in the temporal
domain should satisfy the Nyquist riteria [20℄; (ii) spetral onnement with
pulse shaping lters in the digital domain [21℄ or in optial domain [22℄, namely
Nyquist-WDM ; (iii) or plaing multi-band eletrial Orthogonal Frequeny Di-
vision Multiplexing (OFDM) signals [23, 24℄ on a frequeny-loked multi-arrier
light soure [25℄. The rst approah also requires a frequeny-loked soure and
an oversampling rate of about 2 samples/symbol [20℄. The digital Nyquist-WDM
approah employs the digital Nyquist-type lters, suh as Raised-Cosine or Root-
Raised-Cosine lters, to shape the pulses of the transmitted signals prior to driv-
ing the I/Q modulator. In this way the sub-hannels an be plaed so lose as
to have a guard band of 1% signal bandwidth, when employing PDM-32-QAM
modulation format [21℄. In another approah, the authors in [22℄ proposed to use
optial ltering to aggressively onne the spetrum of eah sub-hannel to a sub-
Nyquist bandwidth suh that a 28 Gbaud PDM-RZ-QPSK signal is onstrained
in 25GHz bandwidth. This sub-Nyquist signaling indues modulation memory,
and symbol-by-symbol detetion is in turn not eetive anymore. That would
require a symbol sequene detetion sheme at the reeiver suh as Maximum a
Posteriori (MAP) or Maximum Likelihood Sequene Estimation (MLSE) [22℄.
In the third approah utilizing oherent OFDM (CO-OFDM), the guard in-
terval presented as yli-prex [24℄ to protet the OFDM symbol from ber
dispersion an be redued to inrease the total spetral eieny. As reported
with Redued-Guard-Interval-CO-OFDM in [26℄, the long memory inter-symbol
interferene (ISI) from ber dispersion is ompensated prior to OFDM signal pro-
essing as done in single-arrier frequeny domain equalization, while the remain-
ing redued-yli-prex is used to aommodate the short memory ISI indued
by transmitter bandwidth limitation and polarization mode dispersion (PMD).
The well-known issue of high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) in Superhan-
nel CO-OFDM has also been attrated researh attention and ould be mitigated
by some addition DSP tehniques suh as DFT-spread-OFDM [27℄ adopted from
wireless ommuniations. Moreover on applying OFDM-type signals into optial
ommuniations, the authors in [28℄ proposed a novel all-optial OFDM transmit-
ter/reeiver onguration whih is a high potential for future optial ommuni-
ations appliations. The Superhannel tehnology oers a onsiderable inrease
in spetral eieny with the expense of additional requirements on DAC at the
transmitter, ADC at the reeiver and advaned DSP.
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As disussed, the hoie of high spetral eieny modulation format is not a
unique answer and really depends on the system requirements suh as hannel in-
terfae rate, available optial bandwidth, transmission distane, power onsump-
tion, transponder omplexity, OSNR, et. Careful onsideration of the hosen
modulation format is based on some trade-os [6℄ in terms of the following issues:
DAC and ADC performane: A single IQ modulator needs two DAC
with minimum resolution of log2(
√
M) for a M-size onstellation, and higher
resolution allows ompensation for modulator nonlinearity. In addition, oversam-
pling would be required for pulse shaping and OFDM. In a parallel modulators
approah enabled by photoni integration [29℄, the binary driving signals are suf-
ient. At the reeiver side, for a pre-FEC BER of 10−3, the ADC would require
approximately 3 bits more than log2(
√
M) in terms of eetive number of bits
(ENoB). With urrent CMOS tehnology, a DAC is available for up to 65 GSam-
ples/s with 8-bit resolution and a ADC an ahieve 65GSamples/s at 6 ENoB
aross 20 GHz [30℄.
Equalization digital lter: Fiber hromati dispersion is well ompen-
sated by applying a digital FIR lter with TS/2 spaing in DSP [31℄. However
the longer reah and higher system baudrate, equivalent with longer hannel
memory, would require longer tap lengths of the FIR lter.
Laser phase noise: Semiondutor lasers introdue high phase noise as
will be disussed in the next hapters [32℄. That signiantly limits the hoie of
onstellation size M to ahieve higher spetral eieny [33℄. Another important
aspet indued from the laser spetral impurity is equalization-enhaned phase
noise [34℄. The high-speed signals have less tolerant to the laser phase noise in
long digital lter for dispersion ompensation.
Transmission reah: As observed in Fig. 1.1, denser onstellations require
higher OSNR or less aumulated ASE over the transmission link. Stronger For-
ward Error Corretion (FEC), oded modulation and/or lower loss ber ould
improve the reah with the expense of lower spetral eieny. Also new ber
design with lower nonlinearity and/or nonlinear distortion ompensation teh-
niques suh as Digital Bak Propagation [35℄, Phase-Conjugated Twin Waves [36℄
would inrease the optial launhed power and onsequently transmission reah.
Spetral onnement: As in the disussion of Superhannels above, with
the support of the high speed ADC, DAC and DSP, pulse shaping an onne the
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transmitted signal spetral and improve the spetral eieny with the trade-os
of transeiver omplexity and an inrease in PAPR. Sub-Nyquist signaling (or
super-Nyquist signaling) an be ahieved to over-lter the transmitted signal but
requires a symbol sequene detetion suh as MLSE whih in turn inreases the
reeiver lateny and omplexity.
1.2.2 Spae-Division Multiplexing: the next dimension to
explore
Even with the best eort to push up the transmission apaity (and transmission
length) of the single-mode ber lose to the non-linear Shannon limit as reently
demonstrated by the experiment that ahieved 640 Gb/s PDM-16QAM at 80
Gbaud [37℄, or the remarkable 101.7 Tb/s transmission with PDM-128QAM-
OFDM over 165 Km SMF-28 ber [38℄, experimental results have approahed
the theoretial limit to within a fator of two as illustrated in Fig. 1.4 [39℄. That
learly shows the urrent tehnology utilizing the time-, quadrature-, wavelength
(frequeny)-, polarization- multiplexing ability of the single-mode ber would not
be able to address the future optial networks apaity runh [40, 41℄. In order
to overome this issue, in the last few years, researhers around the world are
extensively exploring the last dimension for multiplexing in optial ommunia-
tions: the spatial dimension or Spae-Division Multiplexing (SDM). SDM an
not only solve the issue of apaity runh but also enables large redution in
ost-per-bit or energy-per-bit [39℄. In general, Spae-Division Multiplexing falls
into two main ategories: low-rosstalk SDM over multi-ore ber (MCF) and
high-rosstalk SDM over multi-mode ( few modes) ber (MMF) [41, 42℄.
In the rst approah, a new ber design is proposed with multi-ore and eah
ore is essentially an isolated single-mode ber. An MCF has eah ore operating
as an independent hannel and spatially multiplexing all the ores (hannels)
to inrease the total apaity. To ahieve SDM in this ase, the mandatory
issue that needs to be takled is rosstalk between the spatial hannels espeially
after ber transmission. The seond issue is how to ouple the light into the
independent ores with the lowest rosstalk level, so alled Fan-In/Fan-Out, given
the separation between the ores is very small (30-50 µm). The development of a
pratial multi-ore optial amplier is the next ruial key to enable this type of
system. Reently, transmission experiments of low-rosstalk MCF with 7-ore [43,
44℄, 12-ore [45℄ and 19-ore [46℄ have been impressively reported. The MCF bers
an also be used to generate the orbital angular momentum multiplexing signal
[47℄ where the Laguerre-Gaussian modes were hosen for multiplexing instead of
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Figure 1.4: Spetral eienies versus transmission distanes ahieved in WDM
experiments (irles, dotted line) and in narrowband ltered single-hannel ex-
periments (squares, dashed line). The solid line also shows the nonlinear Shannon
limit of SMF with PMD. [39℄
widely used TEM modes [48℄.
High-rosstalk SDM is ahieved in MMF by seletively exiting, and oher-
ently deteting, the omplete orthonormal set of modes with multiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) tehniques at the reeiver side. The key hallenges
assoiated with this system are: (i) the dierential group delays in oupled-
mode waveguides must be small enough to be handled by MIMO-DSP, (ii) the
mode-dependent loss (and/or gain) and noise variation between the modes, (iii)
and the omplexity of DSP-MIMO reeiver. The modal dispersion in MMF is
analogous to multipath delay spread in wireless ommuniations and does not
fundamentally limit system performane [49℄, while the mode-dependent loss is
analogous to mutipath fading in wireless systems and redues the MIMO apaity
[50℄. Various experimental demonstrations of oupled-mode MIMO-SDM trans-
mission have been reported reently, inluding transmission of six spatial and
polarization modes in few mode ber [51℄ or in strongly oupled multi-ore ber
[52℄.
1.2.3 Energy eient optial modulation formats
As outlined in the previous setion, the main trend of modern optial ommu-
niations is to pak more transmission bits into a given optial bandwidth by
migrating to higher spetral eieny modulation formats. However, regarding
Fig. 1.1, Shannon's Information Theory [1℄ tells us that the trade-o of moving to
a higher spetral eieny is the lower energy eieny of the given modulation
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format. It also means that with the aeptane of losing spetral eieny one
an improve the power eieny or reeiver sensitivity of a modulation format.
In this subsetion we review some proposed advaned modulation formats that
an improve the reeiver sensitivity.
By exploring the nature of two orthogonal polarizations of the omplex opti-
al eld transmitted in the single mode ber, some multi-dimensional (3-D, 4-D)
modulation formats have been reently proposed to ahieve a sensitivity even bet-
ter than the well-known BPSK format in the ASE limit. Instead of independently
modulating the two polarizations as with Polarization Multiplexed - QAM, the
Polarization Swithed QPSK (PS-QPSK) format has been proposed in [53℄ to
employ the rst two bits to modulate the omplex E-eld as a normal QPSK sig-
nal, and the third bit to swith between the two polarizations. In general for an
unoded transmission the PS-QPSK format oers an asymptoti 1.76 dB power
eieny
1
advantage over PM-QPSK (or QPSK, or BPSK) based on sphere pak-
ing theory [53, 54℄. That leads to the extensive experimental demonstrations of
this modulation format to onrm the improvement in reeiver sensitivity [55, 56℄.
Experimental results also show that PS-QPSK is more tolerant to ber nonlin-
earity than the widely-deployed PM-QPSK. However, when taking into aount a
suient Forward Error Corretion, the authors in [57℄ argue that with the same
data rate, bandwidth and transmit power, PS-QPSK is atually not as eient
as PM-QPSK.
The Pulse Position Multiplexing (PPM) modulation format also oers high
sensitivity with of-ourse the extension in oupied bandwidth. By ombining
M-ary PPM with PM-QPSK into a new modulation format namely PM-QPSK
- 16-PPM (or PQ-16PPM) the authors in [58℄ experimentally reported a reord
reeiver sensitivity of 3.5 photons per bit
2
(2.5 photons/bit in theory) at BER =
10−3 in a 2.5 Gbit/s system employing pre-amplied reeivers. A brief summary
of theoretial performane of the above modulation formats is given in Table 1.1
[54, 58℄.
1.3 Review of re-ongurable optial networks
In previous setions, we have disussed in detail the optial transmission in a
point-to-point link with single arrier or WDM systems. The fous on inreasing
1
The power eieny of a modulation format is dened as PE =
d2min
4Eb
, where Eb is the
energy per bit and dmin is the minimum distane of the onstellation.
2
In oherent optial ommuniations, the physial interpretation of SNR per bit is
Eb
N0
=
nb
Nansp
where nb is the average number of photons per bit, Na is the number of in-line ampliers
with spontaneous emission fator nsp.
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Modulation
Format
Spetral Eieny
(bits/sym/pol)
Sensitivity  BER = 10−3
(Eb/N0) (dB)
BPSK 1 6.8
PM-QPSK 4 6.8
16-QAM 4 10.5
PS-QPSK 3 5.8
16-PPM 4 6.7
PQ-16PPM 8 3.9
Table 1.1: Power Eieny of high sensitivity modulation formats
point-to-point link apaity in ombination with eletroni swithing elements
and optial-eletrial-optial (OEO) transponders was the rst phase of optial
networking, whih is often referred to as the rst-generation [59℄. However, the
real advantage of optial networking arises from the ability to reongure the
entire network diretly in the optial layer without involving eletronis in the
data plane. Hene the seond-generation of optial networks ahieves reongu-
ration of the optial iruit by properly onguring the lightpath using the optial
network elements [60, 61℄. With the introdution of EDFAs, reongurable opti-
al add/drop multiplexers (ROADMs) and optial rossonnets (OXCs), optial
iruit swithed networks have beome a proven network tehnology, and are
widely deployed in the last deades. However as data tra keeps inreasing
exponentially as disussed above, we antiipate the third-generation of optial
networks will inrease the total transport apaity by addressing the swithing
of optial data pakets or optial bursts diretly in the optial layer [60, 61, 62℄.
The evolution of optial networks is summarized in Fig. 1.5 [59℄.
Eletrons are useful in building up memory devies, but not as eetive as a
transport arrier. On the other hand, photons have the opposite harateristis.
To date all of the eletroni swithing elements (routers, swithes) are based on
the eient store-and-forward time proessing tehnology with the utilization of
random aess memory (RAM) as the buers. In ontrast optial swithing teh-
nology might takle the main diulty posed by the lak of an eient optial
memory devie due to the nature of photons. However, an all-optial router an
exploit the wavelength domain to enable swithing and ontention resolution, and
it an also potentially support high line rate multi-wavelength signals in the op-
tial swithing fabri with typially muh less power and signal interferene than
its eletroni ounterpart [61℄.
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Figure 1.5: The evolution of optial networks. [59℄
1.3.1 Swithing tehnology for re-ongurable optial net-
works
As mentioned earlier, re-ongurable optial networks maintain the network on-
netions in the optial layer whih enables the removal of a tremendous amount
of eletroni proessing from the network, and the attendant ost, power, spae,
and reliability burdens. Furthermore, all-optial swithing elements, by oper-
ating on wavelengths, are more salable than their eletroni ounterparts [60℄.
The strutures of optial routers with synhronous and xed-length datagram,
or asynhronous with variable-length pakets are illustrated in Fig. 1.6 [62℄. In
the third-generation optial networks, optial burst swithing and optial paket
swithing tehnology have been widely investigated in researh and development
reently. The advantage of optial burst swithing ompared to onventional
optial iruit swithing is that it an more eetively aommodate bursty traf-
 at subwavelength granularity without requiring very fast swithing speeds as
required with optial paket swithing, while optial paket swithing seeks to
ahieve nanoseond swithing speeds with muh shorter datagram, whih in turn
signiantly enhanes the total throughput of the networks. In optial burst
swithing, rstly, a burst header ell (or ontrol data paket) is sent from soure
to destination on a ontrol hannel to set up the lightpath, then the data bursts
will be transmitted. As a result, the established onnetion remains in plae dur-
ing the data bursts transmission, and is then torn down afterwards to improve
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Figure 1.6: Optial router strutures for (a) synhronous and xed-length paket
forwarding, and (b) asynhronous and variable-length paket forwarding. [62℄
the network utilization eieny [61℄.
In optial paket swithing, sine the optial pakets are muh shorter than
the optial bursts, the systems require rapid swithing, typially in a nanoseond
time sale [61℄. Hene, with the lak of optial buering, slow swithing an ause
loss of bits in a paket during the swithing transition, unless there is enough time
gap or guard time between the pakets to aount for the swithing transition.
This guard time must be short for the optial paket swithed network to be
eient, whih in turn requires fast swithing operation for the optial routers.
Fig. 1.7 depits an implementation of optial routers with novel hierarhial on-
tention resolution and arbitration in wavelength-time-spae domains [61, 62℄. The
router inludes feedbak ber delay lines as optial buers, arrayed waveguide
grating router (AWGR) with fast tunable-wavelength onverters at the input, and
xed-wavelength onverters at the output of the swithing fabri. The tunable
wavelength onverter therein onsists of the key omponent - the fast-swithing
tunable laser suh as a superstruture grating distributed Bragg reetor (SSG-
DBR) or sampled grating distributed Bragg reetor (SG-DBR) lasers to meet
the requirement of reduing the guard time of the optial pakets (on a time sale
in the other of nano-seonds).
1.3.2 Examples of optial paket swithing projets
A variety of reongurable optial networking tehnologies and arhitetures have
been developed and examined over the past few years. Erbium doped ber
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Figure 1.7: An implementation of an optial router supporting wavelength-time-
spae domain ontention resolution. [61, 62℄
ampliers (EDFAs), reongurable optial add/drop multiplexers (ROADMs),
wavelength rossonnets (WXCs), and tunable lasers are the key omponents
to enable these optial networks [63℄. As disussed above, among diverse optial
swithing tehniques, suh as Generalized Multiprotool Label Swithing (GM-
PLS), Waveband Swithing (WBS), Photoni Slot Routing (PSR), Optial Flow
Swithing (OFS), Optial Burst Swithing (OBS), and Optial Paket Swithing
(OPS), optial paket swithing tehnology is partiularly attrative for a true
IP-over-WDM arhiteture, where the IP pakets are swithed and routed over
the all-optial WDM network without exessive eletroni proessing in the data
plane. In the following, we review reent testbed ativities on OPS proposed for
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN).
 HORNET Projet (2003): The Hybrid Optoeletroni Ring Network HOR-
NET [64℄, proposed by the researh group in Stanford University, is a
paket-over-WDM ring network whih employed fast-tunable paket trans-
mitters and wavelength routing. The sampled grating DBR laser and
grating-assisted oupler with sampled reetor laser (GCSR) was the key
omponent for the tunable transmitter, with tuning times ranging between
5-20 ns. The reeiver in eah node was xed to its home wavelength hannel
whih ould be shared by other nodes.
 RingO Projet (2004): The RingO projet [65, 66℄ demonstrated a unidire-
tional synhronous WDM ring network. Eah xed-size paket was arried
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by equally sized time slots. The RingO node onsists of a xed-reeiver,
whih orresponds to its home hannel, and an array of xed-tuned trans-
mitters, one for eah home hannel. The fast-tunable transmitters are made
by an array laser. The hannel monitoring an be arried out by simply
measuring the power level of eah slot and wavelength (without any re-
quired label/header proessor). The MAC and Physial layer operation is
simpler than HORNET and was presented in [65℄. RingO was suessfully
demonstrated with 2 nodes and 4 hannels (eah hannel with a data rate
at 2.5 Gbit/s).
 HOPSMAN Network (2006): The High-Performane Optial Paket-Swithed
WDM ring MAN network - HOPSMAN [67, 68℄ was proposed by the univer-
sities of Taiwan. HOPSMAN is a unidiretional WDM slotted-ring network
with multiple WDM data hannels (at 10 Gb/s) and one ontrol hannel
(at 2.5 Gb/s). Eah node in the HOPSMAN network has a xed trans-
mitter and reeiver pair for aessing the ontrol hannel, and a tunable
transmitter and reeiver pair for aessing data hannels. The ring testbed
of HOPSMAN was 38.3 km long, with 10 yles per ring, 50 slots per y-
le, and eah slot 320 ns long. The ontrol hannel wavelength was set at
1540.56 nm with 2.5 Gbit/s Bitrate, and four data hannels at wave- lengths
of 1551.72 nm, 1553.33 nm, 1554.94 nm, and 1556.55 nm.
 Salable Optial Paket swithes (2009): This projet [69, 70, 71℄ was pro-
posed by the COBRA Researh Institute. They demonstrated an OPS
subsystem employing in-band labeling to allow for transparent routing of
multi-wave-length pakets with multiple data formats and at dierent data
bitrates. The address information of optial pakets is enoded in-band
with the payload. Experimental results [71℄ show error-free operation of 1
Ö 64 optial paket swith subsystems for 160 Gb/s RZ-OOK, 320 Gb/s
NRZ-OOK, 120 (12 Ö 10) Gb/s DPSK and 480 (12 Ö 40) Gb/s OFDM
multi-wavelength with 64-QAM pakets.
 Optial label based OPS (2009): The authors demonstrated OPS and
buering operation of a DWDM/NRZ-DPSK optial paket [72, 73℄. The
data rate of the payload was 640Gbit/s (64×10 Gbit/s) with error-free
operation, inluding 200-Ghip/s PSK optial label proessing for all 64-
wavelength-hannel DPSK pakets (label and payload are phase-modulated).
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1.4 Advaned modulation formats for re-ongurable
optial networks
The extensive researh works into re-ongurable optial networks, (espeially
with optial paket swithing tehnology) arried out reently, are still implement-
ing low spetral eieny optial modulation formats suh as OOK or Dierential
BPSK for data transmission. To ahieve even higher total apaity (throughput)
for the entire network, advaned modulation formats with high spetral eieny
would be applied for the tunable transeivers within the optial routers. Combin-
ing advaned optial modulation formats employing oherent transmission teh-
niques with optial paket/burst swithing an enable optial networks that are
highly eient both temporally and spetrally. Optial paket swithing that
employs fully oherent detetion PM-QPSK [74, 75℄, self-homodyne detetion
DQPSK [76, 77℄, or 16-QAM polarization multiplexed pilot with self-homodyne
oherent detetion [78℄ have been reently reported.
In suh a system, the requirement for a fast wavelength-swithing tunable laser
is inevitable. The monolithi tunable semiondutor lasers utilizing the index-
tuning mehanism, suh as SG-DBR or SSG-DBR lasers, are onsidered as the
main potential andidates for these optial paket swithing systems. However,
as mentioned in previous setions, in optial transmission deploying advaned
modulation formats, the phase noise of semiondutor lasers in the transeivers
is a ruial harateristis that denes the ultimate performane of the systems.
Even though the SG-DBR laser has demonstrated a very fast tuning speed of less
than 5 ns [79℄, whih is most suitable for optial paket swithing, the SG-DBR
devie has shown ompliated phase noise harateristis that impats its feasi-
bility for higher order modulation formats [32, 80℄. The performane degradation
aused by the wavelength swithing event of the SG-DBR laser also requires in-
vestigation to improve the total throughput of the networks when the optial
paket beomes shorter. In the next hapters, we investigate in detail the phase
noise harateristis of the SG-DBR laser and its eet on systems employing
advaned modulation formats. The system performane under both stati and
dynami (during wavelength swithing of the SG-DBR laser) onditions for opti-
al paket swithing networks will also be evaluated.
1.5 Summary
In this hapter, we have reviewed the urrent status of the optial ommunia-
tions networks, partiularly on the optial modulation formats and reongurable
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optial networks aspets. We rstly reviewed the fundamental non-linear Shan-
non limit of optial ommuniations over the ber hannel. A general formula
of the hannel apaity limit has been re-derived and disussed. We then had
an overview from literature on advaned optial modulation formats in terms
of spetral eieny and energy eieny. The future trend in spatial division
multiplexing for optial ommuniations was also disussed.
At the same time, to further inrease the total throughput of the entire optial
networks, fast reongurable optial networks with optial paket/burst swithing
would be employed for reduing the lateny of the networks. Thus we reviewed the
evolution of swithing tehnology in optial ommuniations networks as well as
some exemplary testbeds for the optial paket swithing networks. Subsequently,
the possibility of ombining advaned modulation formats and reongurable
optial networks making use of fast tuning optial transeivers has been proposed.
The disussion on the SG-DBR laser, the key omponent in the fast tuning
optial transeivers, has been briey presented for the appliation in the pro-
posed senario. Espeially, the phase noise property of the SG-DBR lasers is
quite sophistiated and deviates from the onventional semiondutor lasers with
a single ative setion as mentioned above. Consequently, the next hapter will
be dediated to review the theory on phase noise of onventional semiondu-
tor lasers. Based on that theory, we will develop the theoretial model for the
omplete phase noise proesses exhibited in the multi-setion monolithi tunable
lasers, partiularly the SG-DBR laser with passive grating setions.
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Chapter 2
Phase Noise in Semiondutor
Lasers
Optial ommuniations would not be pratial without the invention of semi-
ondutor lasers in the early 1960s. From a ommuniations systems perspetive,
one of the most important property of ontinuous wave semiondutor lasers
is the laser phase noise or the spetral purity of the output light. Moreover,
as reviewed in the previous hapter, optial ommuniations is urrently mov-
ing towards leveraging oherent detetion tehnique to replae the onventional
intensity modulation/diret detetion systems in longhaul and metro networks.
Coherent optial ommuniations employing advaned modulation formats uti-
lizes both phase and amplitude of the optial eld to transmit the data. That
in turn poses a more stringent requirement on the spetral purity of the semi-
ondutor lasers used for these systems. It's obvious that the laser phase noise
is setting the lower bound for the bit error rate of any systems using the optial
phase to arry the information data. Consequently, a full understanding of the
phase noise proesses in semiondutor lasers is indispensable for this work.
In this hapter, we rstly review the onventional theory on phase noise of
semiondutor lasers whih was developed in the 1980s. Setion 2.1 will briey
review the Shawlow-Townes-Henry theory of semiondutor lasers that inludes
the gain-phase oupling assoiated with the semiondutor amplifying medium
and the assoiated arrier density relaxation osillation. From that we then on-
tinue the investigation of phase noise in multi-setion monolithi tunable lasers
whih is the main onern in this work. An analytial model desribing the om-
plete instantaneous frequeny noise spetrum of a four-setion Sampled-Grating
distributed Bragg reetor laser with more additional phase noise proesses due
to the utuating arrier densities in the passive tuning setions is derived in
setion 2.2. Finally, setion 2.3 will onlude the hapter.
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2.1 Fundamental theory of phase noise in semi-
ondutor lasers
The laser is essentially a speial optial osillator, i.e. it has many behaviors
of a typial osillator [1℄. In this work, we are solely interested in operation of
semiondutor lasers above threshold, where the amplitude of the optial eld
is nearly onstant while the phase an take any value. The optial phase in a
semiondutor laser exhibits a relatively slow wandering whih ould be basially
desribed by a Brownian random proess [2, 3, 4℄. In this setion, we will re-
view the theory of laser phase noise in onventional single mode - single setion
semiondutor laser that would inlude: the quantum noise limit with the Henry
linewidth enhane fator α, the relaxation osillation and the low frequeny iker
noise.
2.1.1 Shawlow-Townes-Henry model of phase noise in semi-
ondutor lasers
The phase noise in an osillator will obviously broaden its spetral line-shape
in the frequeny domain. Therefore the spetral purity beomes an interesting
property of semiondutor lasers. There have been extensive investigations of
this area from the early stage of laser physis up to date. The full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) spetral linewidth (∆ν) is the important parameter whih is
usually used for evaluating the phase noise property of lasers. In the pioneering
paper proposing the optial maser (or early laser) [1℄, Shawlow and Townes
derived a formula for the laser linewidth whih is inversely proportional to the
output power (P0) and valid for operating below threshold. Lax then pointed out
that above threshold, the amplitude utuations of the laser are stabilized and
this is aompanied by a fator of 2 times redution in the ∆νP0 produt [4℄.
Later in the seminal paper on theory of the linewidth of semiondutor lasers [2℄,
Henry showed that semiondutor lasers exhibit an additional broadening fator
of (1 + α2) to the original quantum noise linewidth from Shawlow-Townes-Lax
formula (where α = ∆n
′
∆n′′
[2℄).
In semiondutor lasers, the disrete spontaneous emission events alter the
phase and the amplitude of the output optial eld. This leads to the utuation
in the phase of the optial eld, and subsequently denes the width of the optial
spetrum. Beside the abrupt phase hange of the optial eld after a spontaneous
emission event, the intensity hange during this event results in an even larger
delayed phase hange. This hange is brought about by a gain hange assoi-
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Figure 2.1: The generation of phase noise in onventional semiondutor lasers
Figure 2.2: The instantaneous hanges of phase and intensity of the optial eld
aused by a spontaneous emission event [2℄
ated with the relaxation osillation that follows the spontaneous emission event
and restores the laser intensity bak to the steady stage [3℄. These phase noise
generation proesses are summarized in Fig. 2.1.
To briey review the derivation for the phase noise in semiondutor lasers, we
follow the notation of Henry in [2, 3, 4℄. The laser optial eld an be expressed
in a omplex amplitude notation as:
Elaser(t) = Re
{√
I(t)ei(ω0t+φ(t))
}
= Re
{
βeiω0t
}
(2.1)
where β =
√
I(t)eiφ(t) is the slowly varying eld, I(t) is the intensity and
φ(t) is the optial phase. We now relate the output optial spetrum G(ω) with
the laser phase to derive the formula of phase noise indued laser linewidth. The
power spetral density (PSD) of the optial eld is the Fourier transform of the
auto-orrelation of the omplex eld [3℄:
G(ω) =
ˆ
〈Elaser(t)Elaser(0)〉 eiωtdt (2.2)
In this subsetion, we assume that the intensity utuation after a sponta-
neous emission event is stabilized, i.e. the observation time is large enough for
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the relaxation osillations to have died away. In this ase we arrive at [3℄:
G(ω) =
ˆ
eiω0t
〈
ei∆φ(t)
〉
eiωtdt =
ˆ
eiω0te(−
1
2
〈∆φ2(t)〉)eiωtdt (2.3)
where ∆φ(t) = φ(t)−φ(0) is the phase hange (or named as phase error in the
later hapters) over the interval time t. The simpliation has been performed in
equation 2.3 based on the justiation that the phase noise φ(t) is undergoing a
random walk proess (Brownian motion), i.e. ∆φ(t) has a Gaussian distribution
[2, 3, 4℄. We now need to derive the expression for 〈∆φ2(t)〉. To do so, we pay
attention to the spontaneous emission events and their onsequenes.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the hange in the omplex amplitude of the optial eld
after a spontaneous emission event. With an assumption that a spontaneous
emission event auses unit amplitude hange in the optial eld, the eld hange
∆βi an be expressed as:
∆βi = e
(iφ+iθi)
(2.4)
and the orresponding instantaneous hange in phase and amplitude of the
eld envelope are:
∆φ′i =
√
I sin(θi) (2.5)
∆Ii = 1 +
√
I cos(θi) (2.6)
With the aid of the oupled rate equations for I and φ, we an show that the
amplitude hange ∆Ii will lead to a subsequent delayed phase hange given by
[2℄:
∆φ′′i = −
α
2I
(1 + 2
√
I cos(θi)) (2.7)
Here we introdue the α = ∆Re(n)
∆Im(n)
oeient or Henry linewidth enhanement
fator (n: refrative index). The total phase hange is the sum of instantaneous
phase hanges in equation 2.5, and delayed phase hange in equation 2.7. After a
straightforward derivation as in [2℄, we an obtain the total phase hange (phase
error) variane as:
〈
∆φ2(t)
〉
=
R(1 + α2)t
2I
(2.8)
where R is the spontaneous emission rate. If we note the oherent time τc
as
1
τc
=
〈∆φ2(t)〉
2t
then the term e(−
1
2
〈∆φ2(t)〉)
in equation 2.3 beomes e−t/τc whih
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yields a Lorentzian shape of the power spetrum of the eletri eld (E-eld). We
an then ahieve the FWHM linewidth of the PSD of the optial eld as:
∆ν =
1
piτc
=
〈∆φ2(t)〉
2pit
=
R
4piI
(1 + α2) (2.9)
The linewidth in equation 2.9 an be rewritten in terms of output optial
power P0 as [2℄:
∆ν =
v2g hν g nsp αm
8piP0
(1 + α2) (2.10)
where vg is the group veloity, g is the gain, nsp is the spontaneous emission
fator, αm is the faet loss, and hν is the energy of the laser line.
2.1.2 Relaxation osillation in semiondutor lasers
In the preeding subsetion, in evaluating the linewidth of the E-eld PSD we
made use of an assumption that the intensity-hange-indued phase hange o-
urring after the relaxation osillations have died away, i.e. we only observe the
low frequeny omponents of the intensity utuation. In this setion, we will
pay attention to the delayed phase hange due to the high frequeny omponents
of the intensity utuation, i.e. we will investigate the relaxation osillation phe-
nomenon that follows right after a spontaneous emission event. To do so, the
delayed phase hange in equation 2.7 would need to be re-written as a time de-
pendent funtion as in [5℄ (ignoring the onstant phase shift omponent):
∆φ′′i = −
α cos(θi)√
I
f(t) (2.11)
It has been proven in [5℄ that the new time dependent funtion f(t) will take
the form:
f(t) = 1− e−Γt cos(Ωt− δ)
cos(δ)
(2.12)
where Ω is the angular frequeny and Γ is the damping rate of the relaxation
osillations, the oeient δ is dened as:
cos(δ) =
Ω√
Ω2 + Γ2
(2.13)
Figure 2.3 depits the funtion f(t) whih reets the damped relaxation
osillation phenomenon as disussed. Following the derivation in [5℄, we re-obtain
the total phase hange variane:
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Figure 2.3: Funtion f(t) aounts for the intensity relaxation osillation after a
spontaneous emission event [5℄. Γ = 3.5× 109(s−1), Ω = 2pi × 5× 109(rad/s)
〈
∆φ2(t)
〉
=
R
2I
{
(1 + α2)t− α2 e
−Γt cos(Ωt− 3δ)− cos(3δ)
2Γ cos(δ)
}
(2.14)
As in equation 2.14, the rst term on the right hand side (RHS) is idential
to the RHS of the equation 2.8 whih yields the Lorentzian spetral shape of the
E-eld while the seond term introdues an osillation in phase hange variane
whih gives rise to the subsidiary peaks in the power spetrum separated by Ω.
Numerial examples of phase hange variane and output optial spetrum of a
semiondutor laser aounting for Shawlow-Townes-Henry (STH) phase noise
with relaxation osillations have been illustrated in Fig. 2.4
Another widely-used measure to evaluate the phase noise property of an os-
illator is the power spetral density of the instantaneous frequeny deviation or
FM-noise (Frequeny Modulation noise). The relationship of Sf(f) with phase
hange variane derived above is given as [6, 7℄:
〈
∆φ2(t)
〉
= 4
ˆ ∞
0
Sf(f)
sin2(pift)
f 2
df (2.15)
From [6℄ the FM-noise spetrum of semiondutor lasers aounting for STH
phase noise with relaxation osillations will take the form as in equation 2.16,
where fr is the relaxation osillation frequeny and Γ is the damping fator men-
tioned above. A alulated FM-noise spetrum of the phase noise assoiated with
Fig. 2.4 is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Sf(f) =
νSTH
pi
[
1 +
α2f 4r
(f 2r − f 2)2 + (Γf/2pi)2
]
(2.16)
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(a) Phase Change Variane
(b) Optial Power Spetral Density
Figure 2.4: Semiondutor laser phase noise aounting for Shawlow-Townes-
Henry linewidth with relaxation osillation. Γ = 3.5 × 109(s−1), Ω = 2pi × 5 ×
109(rad/s), I = 3.1× 104, α = 4.5, R = 1.51× 1012(s−1)
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Figure 2.5: FM-noise spetrum of semiondutor laser aounting for STH phase
noise with relaxation osillation.
2.1.3 Fliker noise
Beside the STH phase noise, as an osillator, the semiondutor lasers also suer
from the ubiquitous iker noise (or 1/f noise). The 1/f noise originates from the
environmental fators that alter the underlying lasing frequeny. This low fre-
queny noise notieably enhanes the total laser phase noise that in turn inreases
the total phase hange variane as well as broadening the PSD of the optial eld
[7, 8, 9℄. In ontrast with the STH phase noise derived in equation 2.10, the 1/f
noise is power independent (beause it does not arise from the oherent addition
of the spontaneous emission to the laser eld) and results in a residual linewidth
even at very high output optial power [8℄. The FM-noise spetrum in equation
2.16 ould be modied to aount for the low frequeny iker noise as [7℄:
Sf (f) =
K1
f
+
νSTH
pi
[
1 +
α2f 4r
(f 2r − f 2)2 + (Γf/2pi)2
]
(2.17)
where the oeient K1 denes the level of 1/f noise ontribution in the
total phase noise of the semiondutor laser. A numerial example of the FM-
noise spetrum is shown in Fig. 2.6a where the oeient K1 = 2 × 1012(Hz2)
and the STH phase noise were kept similar to Fig. 2.5. The obvious eet of
phase hange variane enhanement ould be onrmed as in Fig. 2.6b where the
observation time is suiently large.
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(a) FM-noise spetrum inludes: STH phase noise with relaxation osillation
and iker noise
(b) Phase hange variane over suient observation time
Figure 2.6: The low frequeny iker noise in semiondutor lasers
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2.2 Phase noise in multi-setion monolithi tun-
able lasers
In the preeding setion, we have reviewed the phase noise proesses in a semion-
dutor laser with one single ative setion. As mentioned in the previous hapter,
the main onern of this work are monolithi multi-setions tunable lasers, espe-
ially the DBR-style lasers employing grating tuning mehanisms. These types
of lasers onsist of passive setions to perform wavelength tuning that subse-
quently generate additional phase noise omponents to the phase noise proesses
presented in setion 2.1.
In this setion, we desribe the entire FM-noise spetrum of monolithi tun-
able lasers by employing simple analytial models for the dynami response for
eah of the phase noise generating mehanisms. Based on an example of ex-
perimental FM-noise measurements, we perform a omplete analysis of the FM-
noise spetrum identifying the following ontributions: the traditional Shawlow-
Townes-Henry phase noise inluding the resonane-enhaned FM noise [5℄; exess
FM noise at low frequenies (also termed 1/fα noise); and a ltered FM noise
ontribution arising from stohasti arrier generation and reombination in the
passive tuning setions. The latter is a feature of DBR-style lasers beause unlike
the arrier density in the gain setion, the arrier density in the passive tuning
setions is not lamped. The spetral prole of this ontribution to the FM-noise
spetrum orrelates well with the FM-dynamis of the passive setions [9, 10℄.
We extend the analysis to the 4-setion sampled-grating DBR lasers. The per-
formane of oherent systems an be predited by knowledge of the phase error
variane (phase hange variane). Aurate and preditable knowledge of the
entire FM-noise spetrum would be invaluable for the development of any laser
phase noise traking or suppression tehniques for oherent optial systems [7℄.
We now analyze the FM noise of the Sample-Grating Distributed Bragg Re-
etor laser. A shemati of the SG-DBR laser is given in the inset of Fig. 2.7
indiating the gain region and the three passive tuning setions. The priniple of
operation of the SG-DBR laser, and other types of DBR-style tunable lasers, is
given in [9℄. The SG-DBR laser onsists of four separate setions: (1) the Gain
setion providing optial ampliation; oarse wavelength tuning is ahieved with
two sampled DBR grating setions at the (2) Bak setion and (3) Front setion ;
ne wavelength tuning is provided by (4) a short passive Phase waveguide setion.
The output wavelength an be hanged by varying the arrier densities (via the
injetion urrent) in eah of the tuning setions. The Front and Bak setions
at as two passive optial mirrors with slightly dierent power reetion spetra,
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Figure 2.7: Measured FM-noise spetrum of an SG-DBR laser. The piees from
the dierent sampling rates are shown. The insert is a shemati of the 4-setion
SG-DBR laser.
exploiting Vernier tuning [9℄, to selet the lasing mode. The ne wavelength tun-
ing funtion of the seleted lasing mode is performed by eletrially tuning the
short passive Phase setion.
We begin by observing the measured FM-noise spetrum of the SG-DBR
laser. Here we employ the delayed-self homodyne (DSH) method with a oherent
reeiver and real-time sampling desribed in [7℄. The phase noise haraterization
methods will be extensively presented in the next hapter. The sampling rate is
adjusted from 100 MSa/s to 80 GSa/s to aurately onstrut the entire FM-noise
spetrum from 6 kHz to 10 GHz. Figure 2.7 shows an example measured FM-noise
spetrum of an SG-DBR laser with the various FM noise ontributions indiated.
It an be seen that the typial STH FM-noise (STH phase noise) an be inferred
from 500 MHz out to 10 GHz, with the minimum value of 4.5 × 105Hz2/Hz
orresponding to the laser intrinsi linewidth (full width half-maximum when
measuring the spetrum of the laser eletri eld using the DSH tehnique, and
assuming only white FM-noise) and a relaxation osillation peak at around 5 GHz.
There is additional low frequeny noise below 400 MHz inluding the ltered FM
noise and the exess FM noise (below 200 kHz). The rising edge towards high
frequenies (dash-red urve) is an artifat of the measurement tehnique due to
dierentiated additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) from the reeiver. It should
be noted that the AWGN is present in all reeivers and thus indispensable when
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analyzing any oherent system.
We begin our analysis by deriving the spetral response of the FM-noise on-
tribution due to stohasti arrier generation in the passive setions. The spetral
shape of the ltered FM noise from 200 kHz to 400 MHz displays a lowpass re-
sponse and we will show that this is diretly related to the dynamis of the arrier
density in the passive setions. The arrier density rate equation in the passive
setions [9, 10℄ is given by:
dN(t)
dt
=
I(t)
qV
− [aNN(t) + bNN2(t) + cNN3(t)]+ FN(t) (2.18)
where N(t) is the arrier density and I(t) is the injeted urrent; aN , bN and
cN are non-radiative, bimoleular radiative and Auger reombination oeients,
respetively. FN(t) is a generalized Langevin fore term aounting for stohasti
arrier reombination and generation in the passive setions. The random urrent
utuation on the tuning setion an be modeled as I(t) = I0 + ∆I(t). I0 is
the average urrent and its small utuation, ∆I(t), is taken to possess white
Gaussian statistis. Both FN and ∆I indue utuations in arrier density about
a quiesent value N0, whih is the steady-state arrier density under injetion
urrent I0. N0 and I0 are related by:
I0
qV
− aNN0 − 2bNN20 − 3cNN30 = 0 (2.19)
We make the valid assumption that the magnitude of ∆N(t) ≪ N0, allowing
us to linearize equation 2.18 by retaining terms that are rst-order in ∆N and
normalizing with respet to N0 to yield ∆n(t) = ∆N(t)/N0 as follows:
d∆n(t)
dt
=
∆I(t)
qV N0
−∆n(t)(aN + 2bNN0 + 3cNN20 ) +
FN(t)
N0
(2.20)
Combining ∆I(t)/qV N0 and FN (t)/N0 into a single Langevin fore term
F∆I,N , noting that β = aN + 2bNN0 + 3cNN
2
0 , taking the Fourier transform
of equation 2.20, and re-arranging we obtain
∆n˜(ω)
F˜∆I,N(ω)
=
1
β + iω
(2.21)
whih desribes a rst-order lowpass lter whose 3 dB bandwidth is β. The
normalized arrier density utuation ∆n˜(ω) in the tuning setion leads to the
utuation in the eetive refrative index whih in turn indues variations in the
laser emission frequeny ∆f(ω) as the arrier dynamis are on longer timesales
(tens of nanoseonds) than a few laser avity round-trip times (tens of piose-
onds). As F˜∆I,N(ω) is assumed to possess a uniform spetrum indued from
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Gaussian noise, the shape of the spetral ontent of ∆f(ω) will be proportional
to the form of the lowpass lter given by the right hand side of equation 2.21. In
other words, the FM-noise ontribution from the passive setion is proportional
to:
Sf(ω) =
1
b2 + ω2
(2.22)
where b = β = aN + 2bNN0 + 3cNN
2
0 is the ut-o angular frequeny of
Sf(ω). The simple expression in 2.21 agrees well with the FM-noise spetrum
derived in [9℄. We now an estimate the ut-o frequeny of the lowpass model
Sf(ω) for the ltered FM noise indued from the tuning setion. For example,
given the phase setion struture of the SG-DBR laser in [11℄ with: length =
80 µm, width = 3 µm, waveguide thikness = 0.35 µm, the typial value for
reombination oeients: aN = 0.5 × 108(s−1), bN = 1 × 10−16(m3s−1) and
cN = 1.3 × 10−41(m6s−1), a phase setion urrent of 8mA will yield a ut-o
frequeny, fcut−off , of 95.6 MHz. Figure 2.8 shows that the uto frequeny
inreases exponentially when reduing the setion length. In the partiular ase
of SG-DBR lasers, the phase setion is muh shorter than the grating setions
(Front and Bak), whih explains why the exess noise mostly omes from the
phase setion as observed in [12℄. For the ase of multiple tuning setions in
SG-DBR lasers, the entire ltered FM noise will be the summation from all the
passive setions [9℄.
In summary, for semiondutor lasers the entire FM-noise spetrum an be
desribed as:
Sf(f) =
νSTH
pi
[
1 +
α2f 4r
(f 2r − f 2)2 + (Γf/2pi)2
]
+ S0
(
f1
f
+
f 22
f 2
)
+
3∑
k=1
a2k
b2k + (2pif)
2
(2.23)
The rst term represents the omplete STH phase noise inluding relaxation
osillation presented in equation 2.16, the seond is the exess FM-noise and the
third is the ltered FM-noise from the passive tuning setions and an be omitted
for lasers without passive tuning setions. The FM-noise spetral shape of the
STH phase noise is determined by the arrier density relaxation osillation in
the aftermath of a random spontaneous reombination event and represents the
omplete treatment of the line-broadening of semiondutor lasers due to spon-
taneous emission as disussed in previous setions. The relaxation osillation
shapes the FM-noise spetrum above 1 GHz; we illustrate this using representa-
tive values of fr = 5GHz and Γ = 9× 109s−1. The seond term in equation 2.23
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Figure 2.8: The dependeny on setion length of ut-o frequeny of ltered FM
noise from passive setion of a monolithi tunable laser.
Figure 2.9: Calulations using the analytial models showing the breakdown of
the FM-noise spetrum of an SG-DBR laser.
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aounts for the exess FM noise [7℄ with f1 and f2 being the break frequenies
of iker noise (briey disussed in the preeding setion, where K1 = S0f1) and
frequeny random-walk noise, respetively. Espeially, in SG-DBR laser, these
two types of FM-noise have signiant ontributions in the total phase noise. We
will disuss in more details these two important 1/fα noise proesses in the next
hapter. To our knowledge, the origin of the 1/fα noise proesses is unlear.
It would be ompliated to theoretially relate the iker noise and frequeny
random-walk noise to laser physis in this work. Figure 2.9 shows example alu-
lations from the analyti FM-noise models for an SG-DBR laser. The STH phase
noise follows a Wiener proess or phase random-walk proess (noted as Wiener
phase noise and has a value of S0 = 2× 105Hz2/Hz) sets the baseline FM-noise
oor. We inorporate the lowpass model for the passive setions with oeients:
b1 = 2pi×95.6×106(rad/s), b2 = 2pi×30×106(rad/s), b3 = 2pi×10×106(rad/s),
a1 = 4.5 × 1011(Hz
√
Hz), a2 = 2 × 1011(Hz
√
Hz), a3 = 1 × 1011(Hz
√
Hz) and
the exess noise with the oeients: f1 = 500kHz, f2 = 100kHz.
2.3 Summary
In this hapter, the theory of phase noise in the semiondutor laser has been re-
viewed. Beside the quantum noise limit, in semiondutor lasers, the additional
oupling between the intensity utuation and phase utuation after the sponta-
neous emission events will also broaden the laser linewidth. The important Henry
linewidth enhanement fator and relaxation osillations in semiondutor lasers
have been re-derived. In addition, the semiondutor lasers also exhibit the iker
noise (1/f noise) as for other kinds of osillators. Finally, the monolithi tunable
lasers with passive tuning setions employing grating tuning mehanism demon-
strate more additional phase noise proesses inluding: random-walk frequeny
(1/f 2 noise) and ltered FM-noise.
Subsequently, to measure the phase noise of semiondutor lasers, we would
need some eient and highly aurate phase noise haraterization methods.
The next hapter will investigate the proposed phase noise measurement methods.
The measurement results on phase noise of dierent type of lasers, espeially the
SG-DBR laser, will also be extensively analysed.
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Chapter 3
Laser Phase Noise Charaterization
Tehniques
As disussed in the previous hapters, advaned optial modulation formats whih
oer high spetral eieny are being inreasingly developed for Dense Wave-
length Division Multiplexing systems [1, 2℄. Various modulation shemes suh as
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying [2℄ and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation [1, 2℄
with digital oherent reeivers have attrated attention reently as potential an-
didates for next generation optial networks. In oherent optial ommuniations
the phase noise of semiondutor lasers has been identied as a ruial har-
ateristi that aets the system performane [3, 4℄. This has led to extensive
measurement eorts to determine the phase noise harateristis of lasers for
transmitters and loal osillators in these systems [5, 6, 7, 8℄.
In this hapter, we extensively investigate the phase noise in semiondutor
lasers. The analytial basis of the phase noise measurement methods inluding
a novel Delayed Self-Heterodyne using Phase Modulation Detetion (DSH-PM)
tehnique, and the onventional Delayed Self-Homodyne using oherent detetion
tehnique, will be rstly derived in setion 3.1. Setion 3.2 will explain the experi-
mental setups to perform these phase noise haraterization methods. Employing
the proposed DSH-PM method, the phase noise measurement results of dierent
types of semiondutor lasers will be extensively analysed in setion 3.3. Finally,
setion 3.4 will onlude the hapter.
3.1 Laser phase noise haraterization methods
Among the various measurement tehniques for phase noise haraterization, the
Delayed Self-Heterodyne method has been widely employed to determine the
laser linewidth from the full-width half-maximum of the eletrial spetrum of
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the modulating arrier frequeny [7, 8℄. However, as it only measures the 3-dB
linewidth, onventional self-heterodyne measurements an not fully haraterize
the laser phase noise [5, 7℄. This onventional method fails to distinguish the
individual ontributions of dierent phase noise proesses. In modern oherent
optial ommuniations systems, where the phase of the optial eld is used to
arry information, the need for detailed understanding of the dierent phase noise
proesses in semiondutor lasers beomes important. Reently, we proposed a
novel tehnique for phase noise measurements using the Delayed Self-Heterodyne
method with Phase Modulation detetion [9℄. The proposed tehnique an de-
termine the dierential phase oherently, thus allowing a more omplete hara-
terization of the phase noise for dierent lasers. In this setion, we review the
analytial model for the proposed method and ompare it with the onventional
Delayed Self-Homodyne method employing oherent reeiver.
3.1.1 Analytial Model for Delayed Self-Heterodyne method
using Phase-Modulation detetion
In this sub-setion, we review the theoretial basis of the Phase Modulation (PM)
detetion for the Delayed-Self Heterodyne method as shown by the blok diagram
in Fig. 3.1a. The main idea of the proposed measurement method is as follows.
The light from the semiondutor laser will be split into two paths, one path
will be suiently delayed (to de-orrelate between the two E-elds), while the
other path will be modulated by an optial phase modulator. By looking at both
the rst and the seond harmonis of the deteted signal after the two optial
paths are reombined, we an oherently reover the full-eld information of the
dierential eletri eld ombined from the two paths.
The eletri eld of the optial output from a single-mode laser an be ex-
pressed in omplex notation as:
E(t) =
√
P0 +∆P (t)× ej[ω0t+φn(t)] (3.1)
where P0 + ∆P (t) is the optial output power, ω0 is the angular optial fre-
queny and φn(t) is the laser phase noise. The inident E-eld on the photo-
detetor an be written in terms of the delayed and phase-modulated signals:
Ei(t) =
1
2
[
γE(t− T )−E(t)× ej[b sin(ωct+φc)]]
=
1
2
E(t)
[
γe−j[ω0T+φn(t)−φn(t−T )] − ej[b sin(ωct+φc)]] (3.2)
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Here γ is the splitting ratio between the two arms, T is the delay of the ber
spool, b is the PM index, and ωc, φc are the modulating arrier frequeny and
phase of the driving signal at the phase modulator input, respetively. The neg-
ligible intensity utuation of a single-mode laser operating well above threshold
is assumed to be unhanged over the delay time so that ∆P (t − T ) ≈ ∆P (t).
The output eletrial urrent from the photo-detetor having responsivity R is
proportional to the intensity whih is itself determined by the slowly varying
envelope of the inident eld (or the lowpass omponent of the rossing term):
ipd(t) = R× Ei(t)E∗i (t)
=
γR [P0 +∆P (t)]
2
× (3.3)[
(1 + γ2)
2γ
− cos [ω0T + φn(t)− φn(t− T ) + b sin(ωct + φc)]
]
Ignoring the DC term (whih an be anelled by means of a DC-Blok or
balaned photo-detetors) and expanding the seond term in equation 3.3 with
∆φn(t) = φn(t)− φn(t− T ):
ipd(t) = −γR [P0 +∆P (t)]
2
cos [ω0T +∆φn(t)] cos [b sin(ωct+ φc)]
+
γR [P0 +∆P (t)]
2
sin [ω0T +∆φn(t)] sin [b sin(ωct+ φc)] (3.4)
Reall the Bessel oeient expansions:
cos [b sin(ωct+ φc)] = J0(b) + 2
∞∑
k−even
Jk(b) cos [k(ωct + φc)]
sin [b sin(ωct+ φc)] = 2
∞∑
k−odd
Jk(b) sin [k(ωct+ φc)] (3.5)
where Jk(b) is the Bessel funtion of the rst kind with integer order k. The
in-phase omponent I(t) = cos [∆φn(t) + ω0T ] and quadrature omponentQ(t) =
sin [∆φn(t) + ω0T ] of the dierential phase noise ∆φn(t) (plus a onstant phase
oset ω0T ) an then be found at even and odd harmonis of the photo-detetor
eletrial signal in equation 3.4. In partiular at the rst and seond harmonis
they are given by:
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i
(1st)
pd (t) = J1(b)γR [P0 +∆P (t)]Q(t) sin(ωct + φc)
i
(2nd)
pd (t) = −J2(b)γR [P0 +∆P (t)] I(t) cos [2(ωct+ φc)] (3.6)
Notie that the in-phase omponent an also be found from the base-band
term as:
i
(bb)
pd (t) = −
1
2
J0(b)γR [P0 +∆P (t)] I(t) (3.7)
Assuming that the intensity noise ∆P (t) is negligible, equations 3.6 show that
ipd(t) an be oherently demodulated to reover the dierential phase noise∆φn(t).
In o-line DSP, the aptured data of ipd(t) are demodulated by − cos [2(ωct + φc)]
and sin(ωct + φc). A simple arrier phase reovery algorithm estimates φc prior
to demodulation. The phase reovery was implemented by sweeping the arrier
phase from 0 to 2pi and seleting φc so that it maximizes the root-mean-square
(rms) value of the demodulated signal. The low-noise and stable mirowave sig-
nal generator in our experiment obviates the need to trak φc over the sam-
pling period. Notie that the modulation index b should be adjusted so that
J1(b) = J2(b), or b ≈ 2.63, for balaned I/Q outputs.
The phase noise analysis evaluates (i) E-eld power spetral density (PSD),
(ii) phase-error variane, and (iii) FM-noise spetrum [5℄. Due to the nature of
the self-heterodyne method, these measures will be twie the atual values of the
laser linewidth. Thus, for example, the estimated 3-dB FWHM linewidth, of the
laser is one-half of the 3-dB FWHM bandwidth of the one-sided PSD measured at
the rst or seond harmoni of the modulating arrier. The phase-error variane
over a time interval τ an be determined from the measured phase noise as:
σ2∆φ(τ) =
〈
[∆φn(t)−∆φn(t− τ)]2
〉
=
〈{[φn(t)− φn(t− T )]− [φn(t− τ)− φn(t− τ − T )]}2〉
=
〈{[φn(t)− φn(t− τ)]− [φn(t− T )− φn(t− T − τ)]}2〉
⇒ σ2∆φ(τ) = 2
〈
[φn(t)− φn(t− τ)]2
〉
= 2σ2φ(τ) (3.8)
for τ ≪ T , and suiently large T so that φn(t) and φn(t−T ) are statistially
unorrelated. The phase-error variane of the laser, σ2φ(τ) = 〈(φn(t)− φn(t− τ))2〉
is thus one-half of the dierential phase-error variane, σ2∆φ(τ), determined from
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(a) Self-Heterodyne PM detetion method
(b) Self-Homodyne optial oherent reeiver method
Figure 3.1: Experimental setups for self-heterodyne PM detetion method and
self-homodyne optial oherent reeiver method
the self-heterodyne (or self-homodyne) measurements. If the laser phase noise
was ideally desribed by a random walk proess, the phase-error variane as de-
termined from equation 3.8 would inrease linearly with τ and the slope from a
linear t to the measurements will be given as 2pi(2∆ν). The FM-noise spetrum
is dened as the PSD of the instantaneous frequeny whih an be obtained by
dierentiating the phase noise. The estimated 3-dB linewidths from the FM-noise
spetra ould be determined from the white noise region, S0, of the measurements:
∆ν = pi(S0/2) [6℄.
3.1.2 Analytial Model for Delayed Self-Homodyne method
with optial oherent reeiver
In order to evaluate the PM detetion tehnique, we have also arried out delayed
self-homodyne measurements with an optial 90o hybrid as illustrated in Fig. 3.1b
and Fig. 3.2. The fundamental funtions of the optial 90o hybrid an be found
in, for example, referene [2℄. The basi idea of this measurement method is that:
the light from the semiondutor laser will be split into two paths and one path
will be suiently delayed as in the previous DSH-PM method; however the other
path will not be modulated and the two de-orrelated E-elds will diretly enter
the optial 90o hybrid; nally the full-eld information of the dierential eletri
eld will be reovered from reeived baseband signal.
The E-elds at the inputs to the 90o hybrid in Fig. 3.2 are:
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Figure 3.2: Delayed self-homodyne method for phase noise haraterization with
optial 90o hybrid
[
ED(t)
EL(t)
]
=
1√
2
[
γE(t)× e−j[ω0T+φn(t)−φn(t−T )]
jE(t)
]
(3.9)
where ED(t) and EL(t) denote the E-eld of delayed arm and through arm,
respetively. The E-eld transfer matrix of the 90o hybrid [2℄ an be expressed
as: 

E1(t)
E2(t)
E3(t)
E4(t)

 =
1
2


1 1
1 −1
1 −j
1 j


[
ED(t)
EL(t)
]
(3.10)
where E1−4(t) are the inident E-elds to the four photodiodes. The output
eletrial urrents from the two upper photo-detetors are:
I1(t) =
γR[P0 +∆P (t)]
4
{
(1 + γ2)
2γ
+ cos
[
ω0T +∆φn(t) +
pi
2
]}
I2(t) =
γR[P0 +∆P (t)]
4
{
(1 + γ2)
2γ
− cos
[
ω0T +∆φn(t) +
pi
2
]}
(3.11)
The output urrent on the upper balaned photo-detetor an then be ex-
pressed as:
IQ(t) = I2(t)− I1(t) = γR[P0 +∆P (t)]
2
sin [ω0T +∆φn(t)] (3.12)
The output urrent on the lower balaned photo-detetor an be determined
in a similar fashion to yield:
II(t) = I3(t)− I4(t) = γR[P0 +∆P (t)]
2
cos [ω0T +∆φn(t)] (3.13)
Thus, the in-phase and quadrature omponents of the dierential phase noise
∆φn(t) an be obtained with self-homodyne method as shown by equations 3.12
and 3.13. The phase noise analysis is then arried out for the aptured I/Q data
to determine the E-eld PSD, phase-error variane and FM-noise spetrum as
desribed previously.
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3.2 Experiment setup for phase noise measure-
ments
The initial experimental setup for phase noise measurements with the DSH-PM
tehnique is shown in Fig. 3.1a, in whih the laser under test was optially
isolated and then split into two arms by a oupler. The delayed arm was a 12 km
SMF ber spool whih is equivalent to a delay, T , ≈ 60µs. The other arm went
through a phase modulator driven by a 2 GHz signal generator. The light from
the delayed and phase modulated arms were reombined via a seond oupler.
An 11 GHz photo-detetor with an integrated transimpedane amplier (TIA)
detets the inident light from the oupler output. An Agilent real-time sope
aptured the TIA output signal at 20 GSa/s for 200K samples that were then
fed into a omputer for post-proessing as shown in the DSP-oine blok in Fig.
3.1a. The signal generator output was amplied to 19 dBm to provide suient
drive (PM index b) to the modulator in order to ahieve equal powers at the rst
and seond harmonis on an RF spetrum analyzer, as indiated by the inset in
Fig. 3.1a.
Figure 3.1b shows the experimental setup for the delayed self-homodyne phase
noise measurement. The delayed arm employs the same 12 km ber and the two
arms are now fed into a 90o hybrid. The optial outputs of the hybrid were
deteted by a pair of 30 GHz balaned reeivers with integrated TIAs. The real-
time osillosope aptured I and Q output signals from the balaned reeivers for
post-proessing. In both methods, the lasers under test were biased well above
their respetive threshold urrents.
To fully haraterize the phase noise of semiondutor lasers, we simultane-
ously use three measures: the power spetral density of the eletri eld, the
phase error variane σ2φ(τ) where τ is the delay time interval, and the FM-noise
spetrum as disussed in the previous hapter. The relationship between the
three phase noise measures an be summarized in Fig. 3.3 and table 3.1 [5℄.
3.3 Phase noise measurement results for semion-
dutor lasers
Employing the measurement experiment setup presented in the previous setion,
we arried out extensive phase noise haraterizations of dierent kinds of semi-
ondutor lasers. In this setion, we report experimental results of phase noise
analysis for: distributed feedbak lasers (DFB), external avity lasers (ECL), and
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Figure 3.3: Relations between the omplex E-eld E(t), the phase error (phase
dierene) ∆φτ (t), the eld spetrum S(f), the FM-noise spetrum Sf (f), and
the phase-error variane σ2φ(τ) [5℄.
Equation number Equation
(1) S(f) = 〈|F [E(t)]|2〉
(2) ∆φτ (t) = φ(t)− φ(t− τ)
(3) σ2φ(τ) = 〈∆φ2τ (t)〉
(4) S∆φτ (f) = 4
[
sin(pifτ)
f
]2
Sf(f)
(5) σ2φ(τ) = 4
´∞
0
[
sin(pifτ)
f
]2
Sf (f)df
(6) S(f) = F
[
exp(−σ
2
φ
(τ)
2
)
]
Table 3.1: Equations for Fig. 3.3, F [∗] represents the Fourier transform, and 〈∗〉
is the ensemble average [5℄.
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espeially, the four-setion SG-DBR laser. The measurement results of the on-
ventional DFB laser from the two phase noise haraterization methods are also
used to evaluate the auray of the proposed DSH-PM method. The feasibil-
ity of these lasers in oherent optial ommuniations appliations will also be
disussed.
3.3.1 Phase noise measurements of Distributed Feedbak
lasers
Figure 3.4 shows the results of the DFB laser phase noise analysis using the
DSH-PM and the self-homodyne methods. For eah method, the results were
obtained by analyzing the PSD of the reeived E-eld, phase-error variane and
FM-noise spetrum. For the PM detetion method, the one-sided PSD of the
E-eld at the rst harmoni (2 GHz) in Fig. 3.4a yields an estimated 3-dB
linewidth of 6.5 MHz. Figure 3.4 plots the measured phase-error variane over
a 50 ns time interval to determine a linearly tted linewidth ∆ν of 6.7 MHz.
This estimate is onsistent with the result from the PSD and demonstrates the
random walk in phase harateristis of DFB lasers. The FM-noise spetrum is
plotted in Fig. 3.4e showing the white FM noise harateristis whih orrespond
to a random-walk phase utuation with a 6.4 MHz linewidth, ∆ν. The high
frequeny response is due to low-pass ltering the spurious harmonis of the
PM arrier frequeny at 2, 4, 6 and 8 GHz using a low pass lter with a 3dB
frequeny of 900 MHz. The PM frequeny ould be inreased should higher
frequeny haraterization be desired.
The estimated linewidths ∆ν using the oherent reeiver from Fig. 3.4b, Fig.
3.4d and Fig. 3.4f were 6 MHz, 5.9 MHz, 5.7 MHz, respetively. The FWHM
3dB linewidth was estimated from the single-sided PSD of the reeived E-eld
in Fig. 3.4b by measuring the spetral width at 10 dB down, and then dividing
the measured value by 3. The estimated linewidths ∆ν from the phase-error
variane and FM-noise spetrum in Fig. 3.4d and Fig. 3.4f were alulated in a
similar manner with the PM detetion method. The above results of the DFB
laser phase noise measurement show good agreement between the 3-dB linewidth
estimates from the E-eld PSD, phase-error variane and FM-noise spetrum for
the DFB laser. The self-heterodyne method with PM detetion and the self-
homodyne method with optial oherent reeiver results are within about 15% of
one another and experimentally validate the proposed method.
In ontrast to the advantages of a simple, ost eetive measurement setup,
the proposed self-heterodyne method with PM detetion has some limitations
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(a) PSD of E-eld (b) PSD of E-eld
() Phase-error variane (d) Phase-error variane
(e) FM-noise spetrum (f) FM-noise spetrum
Figure 3.4: Phase noise measurement for standard DFB laser with Self-
Heterodyne using PM detetion methods (a,,e) and Self-Homodyne method
(d,b,f)
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in terms of the requirement for higher eletrial bandwidth reeiver and sam-
pling rate of the sope, ompared with the onventional delayed self-homodyne
method, to observe the same frequeny range. Reently, with the development in
photoni integration, the ost and omplexity of the fully oherent reeiver has
been redued signiantly. The onventional delayed self-homodyne method has
manifested itself as a favorite haraterization method with improved auray
ompared with the delayed self-heterodyne method with PM detetion.
Besides the white-FM noise, the DFB lasers also experiene the low frequeny
iker noise as disussed in the previous hapter. Figure 3.5a shows the FM
noise spetra of the DFB laser from the DSH-PM method and from the self-
homodyne method at 20 GSa/s sampling rate. The FM-noise PSDs that have
been plotted in Fig. 3.5a are in good agreement with eah other and orrespond
to an intrinsi linewidth of 6 MHz from the white noise region S0 = (∆ν/pi) = 6×
106/pi[Hz2/Hz], and to very low frequeny iker noise with K1 = 1.5×1011[Hz2]
or f1 = K1/S0 = 78.5KHz. The measured phase-error varianes from the two
methods are in good agreement with eah other and also with the analytial
models as in Fig. 3.5b over the 50 ns delay interval. The analytial models
will be derived in details in the subsetion 3.3.3.1. We also performed numerial
integration of FM-noise PSD to ahieve the phase error variane as in Table 3.1
( with the lower and upper frequeny limits of the measurement: fL = 1KHz
and fU = 10GHz ) using Gaussian quadrature method to validate the analytial
results in Fig. 3.5b. The phase noise analysis for the DFB laser onrms that the
white FM noise yields linear phase-error variane as determined by the intrinsi
linewidth over short delay intervals that are less than 50 ns. The variane deviates
from linearity [5℄ due to the iker noise and has moderate quadrati dependeny
when observed over a longer delay interval. The iker noise of the DFB laser
thus would only aet the performane of low baud-rate systems.
3.3.2 Phase noise measurements of External Cavity lasers
In ontrast with DFB lasers, the ECL has additional random-walk frequeny
utuation [7, 9℄. This low-frequeny noise behavior ould be observed in Fig.
3.6 with the DSH-PM method at the redued sampling rate of 20 MSa/s. The
phase variane in Fig. 3.6 deviates signiantly from linearity over the 50µs
delay interval. A polynomial t to the variane in Fig. 3.6 yields the asymptoti
slope at zero delay that orresponds to ∆ν ≈ 130kHz. The FM-noise spetrum
in Fig. 3.6d shows 1/f 2 noise below 6 kHz that orresponds to a random walk in
frequeny, in addition to the dashed line approximation to the white FM noise
that orresponds to ∆ν ≈ 168kHz.
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(a) FM spetrum of DFB laser (b) Phase-error variane of DFB laser
Figure 3.5: Analytial and measured FM spetrum and phase-error variane of
DFB laser from the DSH-PM method and Self-Homodyne method.
(a) PSD at modulating frequeny 2 GHz (b) PSD at modulating frequeny 5 MHz
() Phase-error variane (d) FM-noise spetrum
Figure 3.6: Phase noise measurement for the HP ECL laser
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In omparison the 3-dB linewidth estimate from the PSD was nearly twie as
large at 350 kHz due to random-walk utuation of the optial arrier, as shown by
the PSD in Fig. 3.6a, and by the broadening of the averaged eletrial spetrum in
Fig. 3.6b. The PSDs in dash line presented in Fig. 3.6a were examples of random-
walk moving Lorentzian spetral with ∆ν ≈ 168kHz. Similar measurements with
the oherent reeiver have yielded linewidth estimates of 150 kHz, 155 kHz and
300 kHz that have been determined in the same manner from the phase-error
variane, FM-noise spetrum and E-eld PSD. In onlusion, the E-eld PSD of
an ECL overestimates the linewidths that have been determined from the phase-
error variane and FM-noise spetrum beause the phase noise deviates from the
ideal random walk model.
3.3.3 Phase noise measurements of multi-setion monolithi
tunable lasers
As disussed in the previous hapter, the SG-DBR monolithi tunable laser ex-
hibits additional ltered FM-noise, iker noise (1/f noise) and random-walk
frequeny noise (1/f 2 noise). Espeially, from the experimental observation, the
ontribution of 1/f noise and 1/f 2 noise to the total phase noise in the SG-DBR
laser is signiantly important . In this subsetion, before analyzing the phase
noise haraterization results of the SG-DBR laser, we rstly derive the analyti-
al model for phase error variane (σ2φ(τ)) from the FM-noise spetrum inluding
white-FM noise, the iker noise and random-walk frequeny noise [10℄. This
model is useful for the disussion on the measurement results in the next subse-
tion. The phase-error variane is also the widely used measure to evaluate the
ultimate BER performane of the oherent ommuniations systems [4℄.
3.3.3.1 Analytial expression for phase-error variane
The phase noise proesses of a semiondutor laser may onsist of white FM-
noise, iker noise and random-walk noise so that the FM noise spetrum of the
laser an expressed as follows [7, 10℄:
Sf(f) = S0 +
K1
f
+
K2
f 2
= S0
[
1 +
f1
f
+
(
f2
f
)2]
(3.14)
where f1 = K1/S0, f2 =
√
K2/S0. Here Sf (f) is the FM noise PSD, S0 is the
uniform PSD of the white FM noise, f1 and f2 are the orner or break frequenies
of the exess iker 1/f noise, and random-walk 1/f 2 FM noise, respetively. The
measured phase-error variane of the laser an be re-expressed as:
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σ2φ(τ) = 4
ˆ fU
fL
Sf (f)
sin2(pifτ)
f 2
df (3.15)
where fL and fU are the lower and upper frequeny limits of the measurement
system. Replaing Sf(f) with equation 3.14 and substituting x = pifτ , equation
3.15 an be rewritten as:
σ2φ(τ) = 4piS0τ
[ˆ xU
xL
sin2 x
x2
dx+ x1
ˆ xU
xL
sin2 x
x3
dx+ x22
ˆ xU
xL
sin2 x
x4
dx
]
(3.16)
The analytial formula for the phase-error variane an be obtained by per-
forming the respetive integrations of the white, iker and random-walk FM
noise terms in equation 3.16. The rst integral orresponds to white FM noise
and an be integrated by parts to yield:
I1 =
ˆ xU
xL
sin2 x
x2
dx = −sin
2 x
x
∣∣∣∣
xU
xL
+
ˆ xU
xL
sin 2x
x
dx (3.17)
or:
I1 = −sin
2 x
x
∣∣∣∣
xU
xL
+
ˆ yU
yL
sin y
y
dy (3.18)
where y = 2x. As xL approahes zero and xU goes to innity, the rst term in
equation 3.17 vanishes and the seond term an be expressed as the sine integral
funtion Si(.), Si(x) =
´ x
0
sin t
t
dt, whih onverges to pi/2 so that:
I1 ≈
pi
2
(3.19)
The seond integral in equation 3.16 orresponds to iker FM noise and an
be integrated by parts twie as follows.
I2 =
ˆ xU
xL
sin2 x
x3
dx = −sin
2 x
2x2
∣∣∣∣
xU
xL
+
ˆ xU
xL
sin 2x
2x2
dx (3.20)
or:
I2 = −sin
2 x
2x2
∣∣∣∣
xU
xL
− sin 2x
2x
∣∣∣∣
xU
xL
+
ˆ yU
yL
cos y
y
dy (3.21)
As xL approahes zero and xU goes to innity, the rst term onverges to
1/2 and the seond term onverges to 1. The third term in equation 3.21 an be
written in terms of a osine integral funtion Ci(.). So the phase-error variane
of the iker noise is given by:
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I2 = 1.5 + Ci(2pifUτ)− Ci(2pifLτ) (3.22)
The third integral in equation 3.16 orresponds to the random-walk FM noise
and an be integrated by parts repeatedly as follows.
I3 =
ˆ xU
xL
sin2 x
x4
dx = −sin
2 x
3x3
∣∣∣∣
xU
xL
+
ˆ xU
xL
sin 2x
3x3
dx
I3 = −sin
2 x
3x3
∣∣∣∣
xU
xL
− sin 2x
6x2
∣∣∣∣
xU
xL
− cos 2x
3x
∣∣∣∣
xU
xL
− 2
3
ˆ xU
xL
sin 2x
x
dx (3.23)
When xL approahes zero and xU goes to innity, the rst term approahes
1/3xL, the seond term approahes 1/3xL, and the third term also approahes
1/3xL. The last term is again the sine integral whih onverges to (2/3)(pi/2) =
pi/3.
I3 =
3
3xL
− 2pi
6
=
1
pifLτ
− pi
3
(3.24)
Together equations 3.19, 3.22 and 3.24 yield the expression below for the
phase-error variane:
σ2φ(τ) = 4piS0τ
[
pi
2
+ (pif1τ) [1.5 + Ci(2pifUτ)− Ci(2pifLτ)] + (pif2τ)2
[
1
pifLτ
− pi
3
]]
(3.25)
Finally, with S0 = ∆ν/pi, the formula for the phase-error variane is as below:
σ2φ(τ) = 2pi∆ντ
[
1 + (2f1τ) [1.5 + Ci(2pifUτ)− Ci(2pifLτ)] +
(
f2
fL
)
(2f2τ)− 2
3
(pif2τ)
2
]
(3.26)
From equation 3.26, we an observe that the white FM, or Wiener, noise
proess would yield perfetly linear phase-error variane: σ2φ(τ) = 2pi∆ντ for f1 =
f2 = 0. The iker FM noise would yield quadrati phase-error variane due to
the seond term that involves (f1τ). In low-noise osillators the orner frequeny
for random-walk noise, f2, would normally our well below iker noise: f2 ≪ f1.
That is, iker noise is more dominant and the eets of random-walk FM noise
(the last two terms) ould be safely ignored. For example, iker noise is prevalent
in DFB lasers where the (moderately quadrati) deviation from linear phase-error
variane has been observed [5, 15℄. However, in the next subsetion, we will show
that this is not the ase with SG-DBR lasers where random-walk FM noise has
been found to be prevalent [11℄. Random-walk exess noise that is dominating,
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i.e., f2 ≫ f1 , would yield strongly quadrati phase-error variane due to the
third term in equation 3.26 that inludes (f2τ). Notie in this ase that there is
also a omparatively weak ubi dependeny due to the last omponent, (f2τ)
2
,
that would be signiant over a longer interval suh that pif2τ > 1.
We onlude from equation 3.26 that the exess iker and random-walk FM
noise will not aet low baud rate systems if the symbol duration T is suiently
short suh that
(2f1T ) [1.5 + Ci(2pifUT )− Ci(2pifLT )] +
(
f2
fL
)
(2f2T )− 2
3
(pif2T )
2]≪ 1
It is lear from equations 3.16 and 3.26 that σ2φ(τ) does not onverge if fL = 0
with exess noise. It stands to reason that in pratie fL > 0 for nite mea-
surements of the phase-error variane sine the duration of the observations and
measurements is neessarily nite, and an estimate of fL an be determined from
the nite model for σ2φ(τ). This also suggests that the low frequeny limit of a
digital oherent reeiver ould aet the system performane in the presene of
exess laser phase noise.
3.3.3.2 Experimental results
We employed a four-setion (gain, front, bak and phase setions) tunable laser
that an be quasi-ontinuously tuned over the C-band. The phase noise of the
SG-DBR laser has been reported to onsist of (i) white FM-noise from around 1
GHz to less than 6 GHz, (ii) low frequeny exess noise at below a few hundreds
MHz and (iii) high-frequeny relaxation osillation at approximately 6 GHz [11,
12, 13℄. We have performed the measurements with the PM detetion tehnique
to haraterize the phase noise of the SG-DBR laser so that the performane of
oherent optial ommuniation systems employing these tunable lasers ould be
determined. We note that the relaxation osillation ould also be observed with
the PM detetion method by inreasing the modulating arrier, whih is 2 GHz
in this work, beyond the relaxation frequeny.
Figure 3.7 shows the results of the phase noise analysis for the SG-DBR laser
when biasing the gain setion only (at 100 mA), with the tuning setions termi-
nated. The PSD of the E-eld at the rst harmoni shows an estimated linewidth
of 5.5 MHz in Fig. 3.7a, while the phase-error variane and the FM-noise spe-
trum in Figs. 3.7 and 3.7e deviate from the ideal white FM noise model. The
FM-noise spetrum in Fig. 3.7e has not only a white noise region that orre-
sponds to a 300 kHz linewidth, but also exess 1/f noise below 200 MHz [11, 13℄.
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(a) PSD of E-eld (Gain setion only) (b) PSD of E-eld (omparison)
() Phase-error variane (d) Phase-error variane (Comparison)
(e) FM-noise spetrum (f) FM-noise spetrum (Comparison)
Figure 3.7: Phase noise measurement of SGDBR laser
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The phase-error variane is thus no longer linear as shown in Fig. 3.7, where the
slope at the origin has been approximated by the dashed line using the estimated
300 KHz linewidth from Fig. 3.7e.
The PSD that has been plotted in Fig. 3.7e yields an FM noise model with
an intrinsi linewidth of 300 kHz from the white noise region, S0 = ∆ν/pi = 3 ×
105/pi[Hz2/Hz], and the iker noise with K1 = 4.5×1012[Hz2] or f1 = K1/S0 =
47.1MHz. Figure 3.7 plots the analytial phase-error variane determined by
equation 3.26 from the FM noise model as well as the numerial integration result
of equation 3.15 using Gaussian quadrature method. The results again show a
strong agreement between the analytial model and the experiments as shown in
Figs. 3.7 and 3.7e.
The exess noise also broadens the observed linewidth [14, 15, 16℄ of the E-
eld PSD, shown by Fig. 3.7a. The degree of linewidth broadening is largely
determined by its break frequenies [16℄. The FM-noise spetrum in Fig. 3.7e
shows a break frequeny near 50 MHz. As a result, the linewidth of the SG-DBR
laser was signiantly broadened from 300 KHz due to white FM noise (primarily
from spontaneous emission in the ative region) to 5.5 MHz due to the presene
of exess noise. In terms of devie struture, the SG-DBR laser diers from a
DFB laser in that it has separate, passive tuning setions. Thus, besides the
injetion-reombination shot noise that results in exess laser noise [11, 18℄, the
arrier density utuation in the tuning regions an have a large ontribution on
the noise levels [11, 17℄. In addition to the exess noise from the urrent soure
that biases the tuning setions, as there is no stimulated emission and absorption
in the passive regions, the refrative index of these setions will be determined by
the utuations of the arrier density, while in the ative region the exess noise
is eetively suppressed thanks to the gain laiming mehanism [17℄.
Figure 3.7 also ompares the phase noise harateristis of the SG-DBR laser
when biasing the gain setion only, and when simultaneously biasing the gain and
tuning setions. The results demonstrated that the tuning regions an introdue
signiant random-walk FM noise. Figure 3.7b shows that the linewidth from
the E-eld PSD was further broadened from 5.5 MHz to 19.3 MHz when all se-
tions were biased. The exess noise that auses the linewidth broadening an be
observed with the FM-noise spetrum in Fig. 3.7f. The high frequeny white FM-
noise region was the same for both ases, orresponding to an intrinsi linewidth of
about 300 kHz. When all setions were biased, the break frequeny of the exess
noise extended to about 400 MHz ompared to less than 200 MHz when biasing
the gain setion only. The laser phase noise an be approximately desribed by
the model in equation 3.14 with the white FM noise S0 = 3 × 105/pi[Hz2/Hz],
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the iker FM noise K1 = 4.5 × 1012[Hz2] or f1 = 47.1MHz, and the random-
walk FM noise K2 = 3.5 × 1021[Hz3] or f2 =
√
K2/S0 = 191.5MHz. Figure
3.7d plots the analytial phase-error variane determined by equation 3.26 from
the FM noise model as well as the numerial integration result of equation 3.15
using Gaussian quadrature method. The results again show a strong agreement
between the analytial model and the experiments as shown in Figs. 3.7d and
3.7f when biasing both gain and tuning setions of the laser. The eet of the
random-walk noise an be observed in Fig. 3.7d where the phase-error variane,
with all setions biased, deviates from linearity signiantly. In partiular, the
phase-error variane at 1 ns time delay, whih orresponds to the symbol time
assoiated with 1 Gbaud line rate, has inreased by nearly one order of magnitude
ompared to the values predited either by the intrinsi linewidth or the iker
noise. The above analysis shows that the exess phase noise is signiant and
therefore potentially ould degrade the bit-error rate (BER) performane of a o-
herent ommuniation system. A previously reported DPSK system operating at
1.25 Gbaud experiened a BER oor of around 10−5 with an SG-DBR laser trans-
mitter, when biasing all setions [19℄. This an be explained from Fig. 3.7d where
the phase-error variane at 0.8 ns was about 0.04 rad2 whih is the theoretial
limit for DPSK at 10−9 BER [20℄. The phase noise impat of SG-DBR lasers on
duobinary and DQPSK modulated pakets at 42.6 Gbit/s line rate has also been
desribed in [21℄. As optial oherent systems have been trending towards m-PSK
and m-QAM modulation formats, the requirements on the laser phase noise have
beome even more stringent [2, 3, 4, 5℄. In [4℄, the theoretial limits of the phase
error-variane at 10−4 BER were derived for dierent modulation formats with
oherent detetion based on deision-aided maximum likelihood phase reovery.
The authors reported that the limits were σ2φ = 1.2 × 10−2 and σ2φ = 2.3 × 10−3
for QPSK and 16-QAM, respetively. Suh phase noise requirements an be ef-
fetively haraterized by the PM detetion method.
3.4 Summary
In this hapter, we have reviewed the two phase noise haraterization meth-
ods: the proposed delayed self-heterodyne using PM detetion tehniques and
the onventional delayed self-homodyne with optial oherent reeiver. The anal-
ysis showed that the in-phase and quadrature omponents of the self-heterodyne
signal an be demodulated at the rst and seond harmonis of the phase mod-
ulating arrier, enabling full reovery of the dierential phase. In omparison,
the delayed self-homodyne method reovers the dierential phase via quadrature
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demodulation at the optial arrier. We then employed the PMDSH tehnique
to haraterize the phase noise of dierent types of semiondutor lasers. The
measurement results onrm that while the phase noise harateristi of the DFB
laser is primarily determined by white FM noise with very low frequeny iker
noise, the SG-DBR laser in addition has signiant exess noise from the tuning
setions that auses linewidth broadening due to iker and random-walk FM
noise. The analytial formula to determine the phase-error variane from the FM
noise spetrum was derived and the results showed that the exess phase noise is
signiant and therefore potentially degrades the BER performane of a oherent
ommuniation system employing tunable laser transmitter suh as SG-DBR de-
vies. The experimental results also show that the ontribution of the eletrial
noise from the power supplies to the passive setions of the SG-DBR laser is sig-
niant. That ould be redued through the use of the low noise urrent soure
or a battery soure to redue the exess FM-noise from the passive setions.
The requirements on the laser phase noise have beome more stringent as
oherent optial systems move towards ever higher order modulation formats to
ahieve better spetral eieny and inreased tolerane to ber dispersion and
non-linearity. Conventional delayed self-heterodyne measurements only deter-
mine the laser 3dB linewidth whih is insuient for evaluating the system per-
formane. The PM detetion method thus extends the apability of the Delayed-
Self Heterodyne tehnique by oherently reovering the dierential E-eld of the
laser, and provides an eetive alternative to the self-homodyne method for opti-
al oherent measurements. This allows for a more omplete haraterization of
the laser phase noise, whih in turn enables a more aurate predition of system
performane.
As disussed previously, the laser phase noise is essentially setting the lower
bound for the BER performane in oherent optial ommuniations systems
where both phase and amplitude of the optial eld are utilized to transmit in-
formation. The eets of dierent phase noise proesses in semiondutor lasers,
espeially the SG-DBR laser, on the ultimate performane of the oherent om-
muniations systems will be extensively investigated in the next hapter. Based
on that investigation, some novel tehniques to overome the impat of large
laser phase noise in optial ommuniations will subsequently be proposed and
evaluated.
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Chapter 4
Laser Phase Noise and Advaned
Modulation Formats
In the preeding hapters, the sophistiated phase noise proesses of the SG-DBR
lasers have been examined. With the aim of deploying this type of monolithi
tunable laser in an optial ommuniations system with advaned modulation
formats, in this hapter, we will extensively investigate the performane of these
systems employing the SG-DBR laser. The ompliated phase noise harateris-
tis of the SG-DBR laser pose a signiant impat on oherent systems with high
order QAM modulation formats. The experimental results expose that: the white
FM-noise basially denes the lower bound of the BER performane of a oherent
ommuniations system while the other additional FM-noise proesses will lead
to the unpreditable performane degradation. To overome this issue, we pro-
pose novel methods that either employ advaned DSP in onventional oherent
detetion systems or new transmission shemes.
The hapter is strutured as follows: in setion 4.1, we experimentally exam-
ine the eets of phase noise of the SG-DBR lasers on a onventional oherent
ommuniations system employing high order QAM modulation formats. A new
phase traking algorithm utilizing a seond-order deision-direted Phase-Loked
Loop (DD-PLL) is proposed to solve the problem of the exess phase noise in
SG-DBR lasers. The eets of phase noise of the SG-DBR lasers on Cyle Slips
(CS) are also investigated in this setion. In the following setion, setion 4.2,
we propose a novel transmission sheme for QPSK employing a Phase Modula-
tion detetion tehnique to overome the problem of the phase noise in SG-DBR
lasers. In setion 4.3, a novel Baudrate-Pilot-Aided transmission sheme with
diret detetion will be demonstrated for 16-QAM modulation format that ef-
fetively overomes the problem of large phase/frequeny noise in semiondutor
lasers, espeially the SG-DBR lasers. Finally, setion 4.4 will summarize the
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hapter.
4.1 The eets of phase noise of monolithi tun-
able lasers in oherent detetion systems
Multi-level modulation has been identied as one of the key tehnologies to ad-
dress the apaity inrease in Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing optial
networks [1℄. Optial transmissions systems employing digital oherent reeivers
and advaned optial modulation formats whih oer high spetral eieny have
thus beome a ritial enabling omponent. The phase noise harateristis of
the lasers in these oherent systems an limit the bit-error rate performane,
espeially under higher-order quadrature amplitude modulation shemes from
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying, to 16-QAM and to 64-QAM [1, 2℄. The 3-dB
linewidth from the delayed self-heterodyne measurement has typially been the
metri for determining whether the laser will work in a spei oherent system
with a ertain baud rate and modulation format. However, the observed 3-dB
linewidth, whih is broadened due to 1/f noise [3℄, has been shown to be an
inomplete measure of the laser phase noise as disussed in the previous hapter
[4, 5℄. In this setion, we rstly ahieve the FM-noise spetrum of a Distributed
Feedbak laser and a Sampled-Grating Distributed Brag Reetor laser [6℄ using
the Delayed Self-Heterodyne employing Phase Modulation detetion tehnique
[4℄. We then experimentally evaluate the eets of the laser phase noise on the
oherent ommuniations systems employing 16-QAM at 5 Gbaud and QPSK
operating at 10.7 Gbaud. Experimental results show that the system operation
was signiantly aeted by the high 1/fα noise of the SG-DBR devie. The
results also onrmed that the white FM noise level largely denes the overall
performane of oherent detetion.
4.1.1 Basi onept of optial oherent detetion
Current optial oherent ommuniations systems (for ommerial networks and
for majority of urrent researh) are basially deployed as an intradyne detetion
sheme based on the two key optial omponents: (1) the IQ modulator [7, 8℄
whih onsists of two nested single-drive-MZMs and a 90o phase-shifter on one
arm as in Fig. 4.1a; and (2) the optial 90o hybrid aompanied by two balaned
photo-detetors [7, 8℄ as in Fig. 4.1b. By utilizing these two omponents, both
amplitude and phase of the optial omplex eld an be manipulated to arry
information. The intradyne detetion sheme is a oherent reeption tehnique
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Coneptual illustration of (a) IQ modulator for transmitter, and (b)
optial 90o hybrid for intradyne-reeiver in urrent oherent optial ommunia-
tions systems.
introduing a small frequeny oset (muh smaller than the system baudrate)
between the transmitter laser and the loal osillator. The referenes [7℄ and [8℄
explain in more detail the basi operational onepts of this oherent ommuni-
ations system. In this subsetion we will onentrate on the eets of the laser
phase noise whih denes the lower bound of the BER performane of the fully
optial oherent systems.
Following the notation in [9℄, ignoring the nonlinearity of the ber link (launhed
power ould be ontrolled to satisfy this assumption) and ber dispersion, the re-
eived signal in optial oherent systems is ontaminated by lasers phase noise
and additive Gaussian noise and modeled as:
r(k) = c(k)ejθ(k) + n(k) (4.1)
where c(k) is dened as the transmitted symbol, θ(k) is the laser phase noise
at sampling point and n(k) presents the additive Gaussian noise with the vari-
ane N0/2 = σ
2
N . At the reeiver, a referable phase traking tehnique ould be
employed to estimate the laser phase noise θˆ(k). That leads to a phase error after
the phase traking φ(k) = θ(k) − θˆ(k). We an numerially evaluate the BER
Pb(e) based on the probability density funtion (PDF) of φ(k) as:
Pb(e) =
ˆ pi
−pi
Pb(e|φ)p(φ)dφ (4.2)
where Pb(e|φ) is the BER onditioned on a xed value of phase error φ(k) and
p(φ) is the PDF of the phase error.
Firstly, we nd the expression for Pb(e|φ) in equation 4.2. The rigorous deriva-
tion of Pb(e|φ) for QPSK and 16-QAM an be found, for example, in [9℄. Seondly,
we would need the PDF p(φ) of the phase error. From the widely known refer-
enes, the phase error after phase traking ould be well approximated by a zero
mean Gaussian distribution [9℄ or a Tykhonov distribution [10℄. For simpliity,
we assume the phase error has the zero mean Gaussian distribution with the
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(a) 16-QAM modulation format (b) QPSK modulation format
Figure 4.2: The eet of laser phase noise on the ultimate BER performane of
QAM modulation formats in oherent optial ommuniations.
variane σ2φ:
p(φ) =
1√
2piσ2φ
e
−
φ
2σ2
φ
(4.3)
Finally, the lower bound of BER performane due to laser phase noise for
QPSK and 16-QAM an be found by evaluating equation 4.2 and ahieving the
same results as reported in [9℄. Figure 4.2 depits these numerial results where
γb is the signal-noise-ratio per bit. The theoretial BER performanes of QAM
modulation formats on additive Gaussian noise hannel (without phase noise)
an be easily found in many ommuniations textbooks [11℄. Here we use them
as the benhmark of the system for omparison.
Aording to the theoretial limits in Fig. 4.2, we an nd that the require-
ment on laser phase noise for oherent optial ommuniations is very stringent,
espeially when migrating to higher order QAM modulation formats. For ex-
ample, the QPSK modulation format would requires a phase-error variane in
order of 10−2(rad2) to ahieve a reasonable theoretial performane, while the
16-QAM modulation format would need muh lower phase-error variane σ2φ,
around 10−3(rad2). The Gaussian phase error mainly denes the ultimate BER
performane of the oherent systems. In the next few subsetions, we will inves-
tigate how the sophistiated phase noise proesses in SG-DBR lasers would aet
the BER performane in suh a system.
4.1.2 Experiment setup for the 16-QAM oherent system
The experimental setup is depited in Fig. 4.3a. The transmitter employed two
DFB lasers and one SG-DBR laser with dierent phase noise harateristis while
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the reeiver loal osillator was a narrow linewidth external avity laser. The 16-
QAM driving signal was generated by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG)
whose outputs were followed by a pair of anti-aliased low-pass lters and amplied
to drive the I & Q arms of a dual parallel Mah-Zehnder modulator. The four-
level driving signals, shown in the upper inset of Fig. 4.3a, were optimized for
the nonlinearity of the eletrial ampliers and the I/Q modulator. The variable
optial attenuator (VOA) adjusts the reeived power into the low-noise EDFA
that served as the pre-amplier for the reeiver front-end. The EDFA output was
further amplied by a seond EDFA, with the optial lters (2 nm bandwidth)
reduing the ASE noise. The seond VOA maintained an input optial power of
=14 dBm into the 90o optial hybrid. The lower inset of Fig. 4.3a shows the
optial eye of the 16-QAM signal. The polarization of the reeived optial eld
was manually adjusted to math with the polarization of the LO optial eld
whose power was kept at +3 dBm.
A pair of balaned photo-detetors deteted the output signals from the op-
tial hybrid. An Agilent real-time sope aptured the detetor output signals at
40 GSa/s, and they were then fed into a omputer for o-line DSP proessing, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.3b. The digital samples were rstly normalized by their rms
values and the I/Q omponents were balaned. The non-data-aided frequeny
orretion removed the frequeny oset between the lasers [12℄ and a 20-symbols
training sequene was employed to ahieve symbol synhronization. Many algo-
rithms have been developed for arrier phase reovery in digital oherent reeiver
inluding the least mean-squared (LMS) algorithm [13℄. In this work, we de-
veloped a simple rst order deision-direted Phase-Loked Loop (DD-PLL) as
shown by the blok diagram in Fig. 4.3. The residual arrier phase, φe(n), of
the nth symbol was estimated by subtrating the phase of the deteted symbol,
φd(n), from the total phase φ(n) determined by removing from the reeived signal
the estimated arrier phase, φacc(n), that has been aumulated from φe(n). The
aumulation oeient kp adjusts the onvergene speed of the algorithm. The
performane of the rst order DD-PLL was veried against the LMS algorithm
and showed a slight improvement; primarily beause the LMS algorithm is sub-
jeted to both amplitude and phase orretions. As a result, we employed the
rst order DD-PLL as the referened sheme to evaluate the system performane
with the DFB and SG-DBR lasers. Gray oding was also employed for symbol
enoding and deoding.
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(a) Experimental setup
(b) DSP oine () First order deision-direted
Phase Lok Loop
Figure 4.3: Experiment setup for oherent ommuniation system employing 16-
QAM modulation format at 5 Gbaud
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4.1.3 System performane evaluation for 16-QAM modu-
lation format
4.1.3.1 Phase Noise Charateristis
We rstly haraterize the phase noise of the lasers using the DSH-PM method
with a 12 km ber delay line that has been previously desribed in hapter 3.
As shown in Fig. 4.4, the measurement results for the two dierent DFB lasers
demonstrate the purely random walk in phase, or white FM noise, harateristis
[4, 5℄ at 300 kHz and 6 MHz linewidths. The SG-DBR laser operated under
dierent bias onditions resulted in dierent phase noise harateristis. Fig.
4.4 shows that the SG-DBR laser has a high-frequeny white FM-noise region
above 200 MHz that orresponds to an intrinsi linewidth of 300 kHz. Below 200
MHz, the devie exhibits exess 1/f or iker FM noise when only the gain setion
was biased, and 1/f 2 or random-walk FM noise when the bias was applied to both
gain and tuning setions. The exess noise inreased the phase-error varianes,
as shown in Fig. 4.4b, in omparison with the 300 kHz DFB laser, and between
the dierent bias onditions. The broadening of DSH linewidths of the SG-DBR
laser to 5.5 MHz and 19.5 MHz due to the exess noise an be observed with the
E-eld power spetral densities in Fig. 4.4a . Again, the results demonstrate in
partiular that the SG-DBR laser has 1/f 2 noise that an be attributed to biasing
the passive setions; and therefore would benet from the use of low-noise urrent
soures.
4.1.3.2 Performane Evaluation
The performane of the 16-QAM oherent system in Fig. 4.3a was evaluated with
the above DFB and SG-DBR lasers in the transmitter. We note for the tunable
SG-DBR laser that in order to ahieve operation on a spei ITU hannel, it
is normally neessary to bias all setions (gain and tuning) of the devie. Fig.
4.5 displays the BER versus reeived power for the two DFB lasers. The plots
verify that the BER improves slightly with the rst order DD-PLL, and the
system performane is limited by the phase noise of the DFB laser. The inset
in Fig. 4.5 depits the example symbol onstellation for the 300 kHz DFB laser
at =28 dBm reeived power (kp = 0.15 ). The system performane was further
analyzed with the time-resolved BER measurements as shown in Fig. 4.6. These
measurements were performed by apturing the output signals from the balaned
photo-detetors in data bloks of 2 µs long for oine proessing. The BER for
eah of the 2 µs data bloks was then omputed (reeived power at =20 dBm and
kp = 0.2). The time-resolved BER plots for the DFB devies again show that
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(a) PSD of E-eld
(b) Phase-error variane
() FM noise spetrum
Figure 4.4: Phase noise harateristis of DFB lasers and SG-DBR laser
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Figure 4.5: Performane of DFB lasers for 16-QAM system at 5 Gbaud
the laser with a 300 kHz linewidth ould operate onsistently at around 10−3
BER (the BER performane limitation is mainly onstrained by the laser phase
noise), whereas the laser with a 6 MHz linewidth should not be used for the 16-
QAM transmitter at 5 Gbaud. The time-resolved BER plots in Fig. 4.6 for the
SG-DBR laser show intermittent performane degradation when biasing the gain
setion only; and the degradation beame more prevalent when both the gain
and tuning setions were biased. The overall omparison of the results in Fig.
4.6 would suggest that the performane of the SG-DBR laser an ahieve that of
the narrow linewidth DFB laser. This is onsistent with the previous observation
that the SG-DBR laser has the intrinsi, white-FM linewidth that is similar to the
narrow linewidth DFB laser at 300 kHz. The intermittent degradation worsened
subjet to the bias onditions, and is onsistent with the inrease in the phase-
error varianes in Fig. 4.4b, and in the low-frequeny FM noises from 1/f to 1/f 2
in Fig. 4.4. The time-resolved BER plots also indiate that the SG-DBR laser
performane remains largely bounded between the two DFB lasers, even though
its DSH linewidth broadening exeeded both and was as muh as 19.5 MHz.
Figure 4.7 further illustrates the example time-resolved measurements from
Fig. 4.6 at points t = 12µs and 18µs for the SG-DBR laser with only the
gain setion biased. Figures (4.7a, 4.7b) and (4.7, 4.7d) display the symbol
onstellation and the error vetor magnitude, respetively. In omparison to
Figs. 4.7a and 4.7, the noisy onstellation of Fig. 4.7b orresponds to the
sudden inrease of the error vetor magnitude in Fig. 4.7d from the loss of arrier
phase traking due to the 1/fα noise. The low-frequeny exess FM noise of the
semiondutor laser generally indues a slow utuation of the instantaneous
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Figure 4.6: Time-resolved BER of 16-QAM system with 2− µs long data bloks
arrier frequeny [5℄, and the eet of this random frequeny drift for the SG-
DBR laser an be observed by omparing the symbol onstellations in Figs. 4.7a
and 4.7b and note that the entire onstellation has also been slightly rotated.
To overome the problems aused by the exess noise in these oherent systems,
there are a ouple of solutions: (i) use low noise urrent soures with low-pass
lters to redue the noise from the biasing iruits, and (ii) develop improved
arrier phase reovery algorithms that would ahieve better phase traking under
large exess phase noise. For example, instead of the rst-order DD-PLL in this
work, a seond-order DD-PLL may be employed for traking both the phase and
frequeny drifts, together with more frequent symbol re-timings along the data
bloks. In the next subsetion, we will investigate the traking performane of
a seond order DD-PLL in overoming the severe impat of the 1/fα noise in
SG-DBR lasers.
To reap, in this setion, we have examined the performane of an SG-DBR
laser in a oherent optial ommuniation system employing high order modula-
tion formats. The performane is signiantly redued due to exess FM-noise.
We onrmed that while the white FM-noise has been determined to largely de-
ne the overall system performane, the system operation ould potentially be
impaired by exess laser phase noise. The experimental results show the impor-
tane of distinguishing dierent phase noise proesses of laser soures and de-
veloping the means to ope with exess noise of SG-DBR lasers in future WDM
systems that employ high order modulation formats.
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(a) at point t = 12 µs (b) at point t = 18 µs
() at point t = 12 µs (d) at point t = 18 µs
Figure 4.7: Constellations (a,b) and error vetor magnitudes (,d) at sample
points from Fig. 4.6 for the SG-DBR laser with only gain setion biased
4.1.4 Phase traking with seond order Phase-Loked Loop
As the results in the preeding subsetion demonstrate, while the white-FM noise
determines the ultimate performane of oherent systems, the exess noise in SG-
DBR laser ould signiantly degrade the system performane for higher order
QAM suh as 16-QAM. The use of SG-DBR lasers in oherent ommuniations
systems would neessitate reeiver Digital Signal Proessing (DSP) to ope with
suh exess laser phase noise. In this subsetion, we investigate a seond order
deision-direted Phase-Loked Loop sheme that traks the white-FM noise and
the exess noise of a SG-DBR laser. The performane of the proposed traking
sheme will be experimentally examined with 16-QAM at 16 Gbaud and ompared
with the urrent phase traking tehniques.
4.1.4.1 Experiment setup
The experiment in this setion had been performed in Center of Optis, Photonis
and Lasers, Laval University, Canada. Therefore the experiment setup has some
hanges ompared with the experiment in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.8 shows the ex-
perimental setup with the transmitter's SG-DBR laser operating under dierent
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Figure 4.8: Experimental setup for 16-QAM at 16 Gbaud with SG-DBR laser at
transmitter
biasing onditions resulting in dierent phase noise harateristis. The four-level
driving signals for the I & Q hannels of the 16-QAM signal were generated by
ombining the PRBS 27 − 1 and PRBS 29 − 1 bit-streams from the pattern gen-
erator. The Q hannel was de-orrelated from the I hannel with a xed delay
line. The variable optial attenuator adjusts the reeived power into the EDFA so
that the OSNR ould be varied at the reeiver front-end. The EDFA output was
followed by an optial lter with a 1 nm bandwidth to redue the ASE noise. The
seond VOA maintained an input optial power of +0 dBm into the Piometrix
oherent reeiver that employed a narrow linewidth external avity laser for the
loal osillator. The polarization of the reeived optial eld was manually ad-
justed to math with the polarization of the LO optial eld whose power was
kept at +10 dBm. The inset in Fig. 4.8 shows an example of the reeived eye at
the front end of the oherent reeiver at 40 dB OSNR.
An Agilent real-time sope aptured the detetor output signals at 80 GSa/s,
and they were then fed into a omputer for o-line DSP proessing. The data
blok length was 200K samples and ve onseutive bloks were aptured and pro-
essed whih yields 106 samples for eah BER alulation. Many algorithms have
been developed for arrier phase reovery in digital oherent reeivers inluding
deision-aided maximum likelihood (DA-ML) phase estimation [14℄, blind phase
searh tehnique (BPS) [15℄, and rst order deision-direted phase-loked loop
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Figure 4.9: Seond order deision-direted Phase-Loked Loop.
[16, 17℄. However, in the partiular ase of a SG-DBR laser having the unique
phase noise harateristis that inlude both white FM noise and very high exess
frequeny noise, there is a need for a traking sheme that an be eetive against
these two dierent types of phase noise, as urrent arrier phase traking shemes
annot handle them. In this subsetion, we developed a seond-order DD-PLL
[17℄ to address this issue. Figure 4.9 shows the blok diagram of the proposed
arrier phase traking sheme parameterized by γ and ρ with the reovered sym-
bols deoded into bit streams for BER ounting. The oeient ρ ontrols the
speed of onvergene of the rst loop whih yields output ξ(n) orresponding to
the frequeny utuation from the laser, while γ will be used to optimize the
overall performane of the seond order PLL. The two feedbak oeients were
numerially optimized in oine DSP to maximize BER performane.
4.1.4.2 Performane evaluation
Again, we operate the SG-DBR laser at two dierent biasing points: biasing
only the gain setion at IGain = 120mA yields the lowest phase noise at 1548.70
nm wavelength, and biasing four setions simultaneously with driving urrents
IFront = 1mA, IGain = 120mA, IBack = 0.72mA and IPhase = 8.7mA yields muh
higher phase noise at an operating wavelength of 1553.66 nm. As disussed in
previous setions, biasing the additional passive setions will signiantly inrease
the exess 1/fα noise of the monolithi tunable lasers.
The SG-DBR laser with the phase noise harateristis determined from the
above biasing points was inorporated into the oherent 16-QAM system oper-
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(a) Biasing gain setion only
(b) Biasing all setions
() Constellation at OSNR = 32dB
Figure 4.10: BER versus OSNR for 16-QAM at 16 Gbaud when biasing gain
setion only (a), biasing all setions (b), and example of reovered symbol on-
stellation at OSNR = 32dB using seond-order PLL when biasing all setions
simultaneously ()
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ating at 16 Gbaud line rate in Fig. 4.8. We investigated the eetiveness of the
seond-order DD-PLL sheme in traking the exess phase/frequeny noise and
also ompared the performane of the proposed sheme with the rst-order PLL,
DA-ML and BPS phase traking algorithms. Figure 4.10a shows the BER per-
formane when biasing the gain setion only whih yields the lowest phase noise
for the SG-DBR laser. The results demonstrate that all of the phase traking
tehniques were eetive, with the BPS algorithm [15℄, when set at the optimized
lter half-width N = 7 and B = 32 test phase angles, ahieving the best perfor-
mane. The DA-ML [14℄ (optimized blok length L = 5), and rst-order PLL
[16℄ (optimized feedbak oeient µ = 0.03) show a similar performane with
about 4 dB penalty at 10−3 BER ompared to BPS. The proposed seond-order
PLL with optimized feedbak oeients γ = 0.025 and ρ = 0.05 yields the same
performane as rst-order PLL and DA-ML in this ase. The error oors of all
traking shemes were mainly dened by the white-FM noise of the SG-DBR laser
whih is muh higher than that of the ECL as the LO [16℄.
Figure 4.10b ompares the BER performane of the traking shemes when
all the setions were biased, resulting in the large exess 1/fα noise. The BER
plots demonstrate learly the robustness of the seond-order PLL sheme as it
ontinued to be eetive in the presene of both white-FM noise and large exess
noise, while the other well-known phase traking shemes failed. We an observe
from Fig. 4.10b that only the proposed sheme was able to reah the FEC level
of 10−3 BER at less than 30 dB OSNR when the oeients γ and ρ were kept at
previous values (biasing gain setion only), and an improved BER performane
with smaller penalties an be ahieved when the feedbak oeients were re-
optimized (to minimize the BER) at OSNR of 26 dB and 28 dB. Fig. 4.10 depits
the example reovered symbol onstellation at OSNR = 32 dB. Even though
the seond-order PLL has about 2 dB in performane penalty when omparing
the results in Fig. 4.10a and Fig. 4.10b, we onlude that only the proposed
sheme has the ability to overome the eet of the ompliated and large exess
phase noise that has been observed in oherent systems employing monolithi
tunable lasers. We also note that as the feedbak oeients of the PLL an
be re-adjusted for better performane, in pratie a training sequene ould be
transmitted to optimize the feedbak oeients of the seond-order PLL at eah
operation ondition.
In summary, we have examined the performane of a seond-order DD-PLL
phase traking tehnique in a oherent reeiver when a tunable SG-DBR laser
was used for transmission. The proposed sheme demonstrated its robustness
in traking white-FM noise and large exess noise for 16-QAM at 16 Gbaud.
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The experimental results present the ability to employ monolithi tunable lasers
for higher order modulation formats with oherent systems. This is ahieved by
exploiting advaned digital signal proessing at the reeiver side to mitigate the
need for omplex devies with low phase noise.
4.1.5 Eet on yle slips in QPSK modulation format
Even though QPSK modulation format provides higher tolerane for the exess
bit errors aused by the exess frequeny noise of SG-DBR laser [16℄, this low
frequeny noise will potentially inrease the yle slip probability (CSP) of the
phase traking algorithm. The use of SG-DBR lasers in oherent ommunia-
tions systems therefore neessitates a detailed investigation of yle slip (CS)
enhanement due to this 1/fα noise. In this subsetion, we experimentally evalu-
ate the BER and CSP performane of SG-DBR lasers with two widely used phase
traking tehniques employing both feedbak and feed-forward shemes. The ex-
periments with 10.7 Gbaud QPSK have been arried out to investigate the eets
of low frequeny FM-noise in SG-DBR lasers on the CSP. A new phase traking -
CS detetion/orretion tehnique is also proposed to redue the omputational
omplexity whih would enable pratial pilot-aided CS detetion/orretion for
high-speed optial oherent ommuniations.
4.1.5.1 Experiment setup
Essentially, the experiment set up is similar with the setup in previous setions
exept for some slight hanges desribed here. Figure 4.11 shows the experimen-
tal setup with the transmitter's SG-DBR laser operating under dierent biasing
onditions resulting in dierent phase noise harateristis. A narrow linewidth
DFB laser was also employed at the transmitter for omparison. Figure 4.12a
depits the FM-noise spetrum of the DFB laser and the SG-DBR laser again at
dierent operating points whih will be deployed for the system experiments. The
driving signals for the I & Q hannels of the QPSK signal were generated by the
PRBS bit streams from the pattern generator. The Q hannel was de-orrelated
from the I hannel with a xed delay line. The seond EDFA-optial lter-VOA
stage of the pre-amplied reeiver maintained an input optial power of -3 dBm
into the oherent reeiver that employed an external avity laser for the loal
osillator. The polarization of the reeived optial eld was manually adjusted
to math with the polarization of the LO optial eld whose power was kept at
+10 dBm.
A real-time sope aptured the detetor output signals at 50 GSa/s, and
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Figure 4.11: Experimental setup for QPSK at 10.7 Gbaud with SG-DBR laser at
transmitter
they were then fed into a omputer for o-line DSP proessing, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.12b. The data trunk was 2.5M samples and four onseutive trunks were
aptured and proessed whih yields more than 2×106 symbols for BER and CSP
estimation. The digital samples were rstly normalized by their root-mean-square
values and the I/Q omponents were balaned. The reeived signal was then re-
timed and re-sampled to the symbol stream for frequeny oset ompensation. In
this setion, we investigate the performane of two widely employed arrier phase
traking methods: a feedbak sheme with rst-order deision-direted PLL as
in the previous setion, and a feed-forward sheme with the Viterbi & Viterbi
algorithm (V&V) [19, 20, 21℄. That was followed by the CS detetion/orretion
as presented in Fig. 4.12b. Dierential deoding ould be performed at this
stage instead of CS orretion to ompare with the pilot-assisted CS orretion
shemes. The reovered symbols were subsequently deoded for BER alulation.
4.1.5.2 Cyle slip detetion/orretion
The CS in QPSK modulation format aused by the phase traking algorithms
leads to atastrophi errors due to the ambiguity in the symbol quadrant. By
using periodial pilot symbols, we an detet the CS event and subsequently
orret for that error in the estimated phase. The reeived data is proessed in
bloks of symbols with 3% pilot symbols. As illustrated in Fig. 4.12b, with the aid
of pilot symbols, the symbols blok whih ontained a CS event will be deteted.
To further identify the exat position of the symbol where the CS event happened
within that blok, we employ one of the two approahes desribed below (note
that either PLL or V&V algorithm an be used as the phase traking tehnique
prior to CS detetion/orretion).
In the rst approah of CS detetion (CS1) adopted from [19℄, we deploy
additional bakward phase traking within the blok that ontains the CS, then
the minimum point of phase dierene between the forward and bakward phase
estimates will present the position of the CS symbol. This approah poses a
high omputational requirement due to the additional bakward phase searhing,
espeially in the ase of SG-DBR lasers where the very high 1/fα noise would
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(a)
(b)
()
Figure 4.12: (a) FM-noise spetrum of DFB laser and SGDBR laser at dierent
operating onditions, (b) DSP-oine at reeiver. () Example of experimental
phase estimation using dierent CS detetion/orretion methods.
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result in inreasing CSP after phase traking. We also propose a seond approah
for CS detetion (CS2) to signiantly speed up the proessing. In this approah
the arrier phase estimate θe(n) from the phase traking algorithms within the
blok will be delayed by τn, and subtrated from the original estimate to nd the
absolute dierential phase estimate δθe(n) = |θe(n) − θe(n − τn)|. The position
of the CS symbol will then oinide with the maximum of the absolute dier-
ential phase estimate. By only employing delay and subtrat operations on the
estimated phase, this CS2 tehnique signiantly redues the omputational om-
plexity ompared with the CS1 tehnique (by avoiding bakward phase searhing)
while ahieving similar performane.
An example of phase noise estimation from the experimental results in Fig.
4.12 learly illustrates the two CS detetion approahes. In the CS1 method,
the forward phase estimate (using PLL in this example) is represented by the
blue solid urve. The CS auses the phase estimate to deviate from the atual
phase noise (red urve) by −pi/2. The minimum dierene of this forward phase
estimate with the bakward phase estimate (blak urve) presents the position of
the CS symbol as disussed in [19℄. With the CS2 approah, the green dashed
urve depits the absolute dierential phase estimate. The position of the maxi-
mum of this urve orresponds to the position of the CS symbol whih yields the
same result with the CS1 approah. After the CS symbol is identied, the phase
estimate from that position to the end of the symbols blok will be orreted
aording to the phase estimate deviation.
Figure 4.13a shows the omparison of the dierent phase noise traking shemes
in ombination with dierent CS detetion approahes, using the experimental
setup presented in Fig. 4.11. The BER (left axis) and CSP (right axis) at an
OSNR = 8dB have been plotted versus the appropriate ontrol parameters of
the phase traking tehniques suh as onvergene oeient - µ of PLL (bottom
axis), or the length of the moving average lter of V&V algorithm [19, 20, 21℄
(top axis). These parameters need to be optimized for dierent levels of laser
phase noise, espeially white-FM noise. In g. 4.13a, an SG-DBR laser with all 4
setions biased was employed at the transmitter. The optimum BER (employing
the appropriate ontrol parameters) of PLL-CS1, PLL-CS2, and V&V-CS2 are
shown in blue, brown, and blak olours respetively, and are all similar (about
10−3). While the minimum CSP of V&V-CS2 and PLL-CS1 (or CS2) in purple
and red olours are also similar (2 × 10−6). The results show that, for QPSK
with SG-DBR transmitter, PLL or V&V algorithms in ombination with one of
the two CS orretion methods would yield similar performane in terms of BER
and CSP.
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(a)
(b)
()
Figure 4.13: (a) Performane of dierent phase traking  yle slip orretion
shemes versus their ontrol parameters (OSNR = 8dB): BER of V&VCS2
(blak), BER of PLLCS1 (blue), BER of PLLCS2 (dash-brown); and CSP of
V&VCS2 (purple), CSP of PLLCS1 (exatly oinide with CSP of PLL-CS2,
in red olor); (b) BER versus OSNR and () CSP performane of SGDBR in 10.7
Gbaud QPSK system.
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4.1.5.3 Cyle slip probability evaluation
To investigate the CS eet with a SG-DBR laser, we bias the laser at dier-
ent onditions. The Gain setion urrent was kept onstant at IGain = 100mA
throughout the work. For the operating point A (OP-A, λ = 1559.065nm), we
additionally bias the two tuning setions: IFront = 10mA, IBack = 5mA(IPhase :
OFF). We then further inrease the low frequeny noise of the laser within this
supermode by subsequently inreasing the injeted urrent to the phase setion
suh that IPhase = 2mA (operating point B, OP-B, λ = 1558.961nm), and then
IPhase = 4mA (operating point C, OP-C, λ = 1559.174nm). The three operating
points demonstrate similar levels of white-FM noise as shown in Fig. 4.12a while
the 1/fα noise was signiantly inreased when the total injeted urrent into
the passive setion was inreased as mentioned in previous setions.
We then employ the SG-DBR laser and the narrow linewidth DFB laser (λ =
1558.984nm) at the transmitter of the 10.7 Gbaud QPSK system presented in
Fig. 4.11 to evaluate the BER and CSP performane. The measured performane
versus OSNR of the SG-DBR laser and DFB laser are shown in Fig. 4.13b and
4.13. The gures onrm the equivalene in performane of PLL-CS1 and V&V-
CS2 as disussed above. The BER performane of the SG-DBR laser in Fig.
4.13b is slightly degraded when the low frequeny noise is enhaned at operating
points OP-B and OP-C. Figure 4.13 learly shows that low frequeny noise
onsiderably inreases the CSP in oherent systems employing SG-DBR lasers
(no CS has been found for the DFB laser ase). A penalty of 2 dB OSNR in term
of yle slip probability an be observed in Fig. 4.13 between biasing 3 setions
(OP-A) and 4 setions (OP-B, OP-C) of the SG-DBR laser. In Fig. 4.13b, we
also turn o CS orretion, or perform dierential deoding (PLL-DD) instead
of CS orretion using pilot symbols for omparison. An OSNR penalty of about
1 dB, at a BER of 10−4, is inurred due to the nature of error dupliation in
the dierential deoding sheme [19℄. Also with no CS orretion or dierential
deoding, the system ould not operate at this very high level of phase/frequeny
noise as illustrated in Fig. 4.13b. The experimental results in Fig. 4.13 show
that the 1/fα noise in monolithi tunable lasers would yield an inrease in CSP
of the well-known phase traking algorithms and in turn requires an eient CS
detetion/orretion tehnique to ope with this issue.
To reap, in this subsetion, we have examined the yle slip eets of a SG-
DBR laser in a 10.7 Gbaud QPSK transmission system with well-known phase
noise traking algorithms. A new CS detetion/orretion method has also been
developed with redued omplexity over onventional tehniques. The additional
low frequeny noise of the tunable laser aused by arrier dynamis in the passive
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setions leads to an inrease in CSP after arrier phase traking. This will in
turn require either hardware implementation to redue the low frequeny noise
of the SG-DBR laser, or eient DSP at the reeiver to improve the system
performane.
4.2 A novel oherent Self-Heterodyne reeiver based
on phase modulation detetion
In fully oherent optial ommuniations, the state-of-the-art optial oherent
reeiver employs a 90o hybrid front end and a loal osillator laser for intradyne
demodulation as disussed previously [7, 8℄. The integration of the optial 90o
hybrid remains a tehnial hallenge and the laser phase noise requirements on
the LO an be diult to ahieve espeially with high line rates. Dierential
modulation tehniques suh as DQPSK that employs self-homodyne diret dete-
tion using delay line interferometers (DLIs) [22, 23℄ ould potentially redue the
requirements on the laser linewidth. However, the DLI approah would require
signiantly more omplex hardware implementation to migrate to higher order
modulation formats suh as dierential m-PSK and dierential m-QAM. The au-
thors in [24℄ also reported a realization of diret-detetion multilevel transmission
for 16-QAM inorporating with phase pre-integration and advaned digital signal
proessing.
In this setion, we propose a novel oherent reeiver sheme based on the
phase modulation (PM) detetion method [25℄ that an reover the dierential
E-eld from the harmonis of the modulating arrier without a LO. In previous
hapter, we employed PM detetion method for haraterizing the laser phase
noise [4℄. Similar approahes to harmoni demodulations have been employed in
near-eld sanning optial mirosopy [26℄ and Fourier-domain optial oherene
tomography [27℄, but to our knowledge this is the rst demonstration in oherent
optial ommuniations. We demonstrate experimentally a self-oherent DQPSK
system operating at 10 Gb/s by implementing a PM detetion method at the re-
eiver. The performane of the proposed tehnique is ompared with other widely
employed DQPSK reeiver strutures through simulations and experimental re-
sults. The proposed reeiver onguration provides a ost eetive solution for
the front-end of optial oherent reeivers, and has the potential of migrating to
higher order modulation formats without signiant additional omplexity.
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4.2.1 Analytial model
In the following we develop the analytial model for the proposed reeiver sheme
in Fig. 4.14a. The E-eld of the modulated optial output from an IQ modulator
an be expressed in omplex notation (for brevity we have omitted the laser phase
and intensity noises) as
E(t) =
√
Pa(t)ejφ(t)ejω0t (4.4)
where ω0 is the angular optial frequeny, P is the optial output power of the
laser, and φ(t) and a(t) respetively are the symbol phase modulation and the
normalized symbol amplitude modulation. a(t) is onstant for PSK modulation
format. The upper arm of the interferometer in Fig. 4.14a has a one-symbol
delay and the lower arm is phase modulated by a sine wave. The inident E-eld
falling on the photo-detetor an be written as
Ei(t) =
1
2
[
E(t− Ts)− E(t)× ej[b sin(ωct+φc)]
]
(4.5)
where Ts is the symbol duration. The input signal to the phase modulator is
b sin(ωct+φc), where b is the PM index, ωc and φc are the angular frequeny and
phase of the modulating arrier, respetively. The output urrent of the photo-
detetor with responsivity R is proportional to the intensity of the slowly varying
envelope of the inident eld (or the lowpass omponent of the rossing term):
i(t) = R×Ei(t)E∗i (t)
=
1
4
×R{a2(t) + a2(t− Ts) (4.6)
−2a(t)a(t− Ts) cos [ω0Ts + φ(t)− φ(t− Ts) + b sin(ωct + φc)]}
Ignoring the rst two terms in equation 4.6 (whih are onstant for PSK and
an be aneled using balaned photo-detetors, or a single photo-detetor with
a DC-blok) and expanding the third term:
i(t) = −1
2
×RPa(t)a(t− Ts) cos [ω0Ts + φ(t)− φ(t− Ts) + b sin(ωct + φc)]
i(t) = −RP
2
a(t)a(t− Ts)× {cos [ω0Ts + φ(t)− φ(t− Ts)] cos [b sin(ωct + φc)]
− sin [ω0Ts + φ(t)− φ(t− Ts)] sin [b sin(ωct+ φc)]} (4.7)
Using the Bessel oeient expansions in the same manner with previous
setion, it is lear from equation 4.7 that the I and Q omponents of the omplex
dierential optial modulation envelope, a(t)a(t− Ts)ej[φ(t)−φ(t−Ts)], an be found
at the even and odd harmonis of i(t). For bandwidth eient demodulation,
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(a) Self-Heterodyne with PM detetion
(b) Self-Homodyne with 90
o
hybrid
() DSP for PM detetion tehnique (d) DSP for Self-Homodyne tehnique
Figure 4.14: Experiment setup for proposed dierential self-oherent systems
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we use speially the baseband and the rst harmoni for the I&Q omponents.
The output urrent of the photo-detetor in term of baseband and rst harmoni
ould be expressed:
i(t) =
1
2
RP [−J0(b)I(t) + 2J1(b)Q(t) sin(ωct+ φc)] (4.8)
Where I(t) = a(t)a(t− Ts) cos [φ(t)− φ(t− Ts) + ω0Ts] and Q(t) = a(t)a(t−
Ts) sin [φ(t)− φ(t− Ts) + ω0Ts]. Figure 4.14 shows the blok diagram of the o-
line DSP for the aptured photo-detetor urrent. A simple arrier phase reovery
algorithm for φc was applied prior to demodulation. The least mean-square (LMS)
algorithm ompensates for the dierential drift in the interferometer arms due to
the random utuation, for example, in temperature. For balaned I/Q outputs
the PM index b is adjusted so that J0(b) = 2J1(b) ≈ 0.81, or b ≈ 0.90, as veried
on the eletrial spetrum analyzer.
4.2.2 Experimental setup
Figure 4.14a shows the experimental setup for a bak-to-bak 5 Gbaud DQPSK
link using oherent PM detetion method. The transmitter employed an SG-DBR
laser that has a linewidth of 5 MHz at 1547.6 nm when biasing only the gain
setion at 100 mA. The I & Q arms of a dual parallel Mah-Zehnder modulator
(biased lose to the null points) was driven at 5 Gb/s by the omplementary
PRBS outputs of an Anritsu pulsed pattern generator whih were de-orrelated
by 59 bits using an eletrial delay. The reeived power of the DQPSK signal was
monitored after the rst variable optial attenuator. The rst low noise EDFA
served as the pre-amplier for the reeiver front-end. The output signal was
further amplied by a seond EDFA. Eah EDFA was followed by 2 nm optial
lters to redue the ASE noise, and the seond VOA adjusted the optial power
falling on the photo-detetor.
The one-symbol delay in one arm of the interferometer was set to Ts = 200ps
at 5 Gbauds. The EOspae phase modulator in the other arm was driven by a
5 GHz sinusoidal signal generator. The signal generator output was amplied to
provide suient drive (modulation index b) to the phase modulator in order to
ahieve balaned power at baseband and the rst harmoni as observed on an RF
spetrum analyzer. The light from the delayed and phase modulated arms were
reombined via a oupler whose output was deteted by an 11 GHz photo-detetor
with an integrated trans-impedane amplier. An Agilent real-time sope ap-
tured the output signal at 40 GSamples/s that was then fed into a omputer for
o-line DSP proessing as illustrated in Fig. 4.14. Mathed ltering was applied
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(a) Constellation of DQPSK at 5 Gbaud (b) Constellation of DQPSK at 5 Gbaud
() Experimental sensitivity (d) Simulated sensitivity
Figure 4.15: Simulation and experimental results for proposed Dierential Self-
Coherent sheme with DQPSK at 5 Gbaud
to the baseband I-omponent and the demodulated Q-omponent.
In order to evaluate the PM detetion tehnique, we also implemented a self-
homodyne, optial oherent reeiver [8℄ as shown in Fig. 4.14b. The oine DSP
for Self-Homodyne was also shown in Fig. 4.14d. The two arms of the delay
interferometer were now fed into an optial 90o hybrid whose output light was
deteted by a pair of 43 Gb/s photo-detetors with integrated TIAs. The I and
Q output signals from the photo-detetors were also aptured by the Agilent
real-time sope at 40 GSamples/s for post-proessing.
4.2.3 Simulation & Experimental results
The rst VOA in the experimental setup adjusted the bak-to-bak optial power
in order to ompare the reeiver sensitivity of the PM detetion method with the
self-homodyne optial reeiver. We also performed simulations of both experi-
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mental systems in Fig. 4.14, and of a diret detetion DQPSK reeiver with two
DLIs [22, 23℄, using VPIphotonis software. The results were ompared in terms
of the error vetor magnitudes (EVM).
Figures 4.15a and 4.15b show the example experimental symbol onstella-
tions for DQPSK (5Gbaud) at -30 dBm for the self-heterodyne reeiver with PM
detetion and the self-homodyne reeiver with 90o hybrid, respetively. The ex-
perimental results show that the reovered DQPSK symbols have an EVM of 18%
with PM detetion and 14.7% with the 90o hybrid. Figure 4.15 ompares the
reeiver sensitivity of the two methods. The plots show that PM detetion has
a power penalty that is about 3 dB at 21% EVM in omparison with standard
oherent reeiver. The simulation results in Fig. 4.15d are in general agreement
with the experimental results and onrmed the sensitivity redution between
PM detetion method and self-homodyne reeivers. This is only a oneptual
simulation with the general models for photo-detetor and ASE noise (or Gaus-
sian noise) from EDFAs. The simulation did not use the preise value of the
parameters of the omponents using in the experiment, or aount for all types
of noise in the experiments. That leads to the disrepany in the absolute values
in Fig. 4.15 (experiments) and Fig. 4.15d (simulation).
The 3dB penalty of PM detetion method was primarily aused by the addi-
tional ASE beat noise from the EDFAs due to heterodyne demodulation. As in
Fig. 4.16, the aumulated number of noise photons after the EDFAs hain was
m(G − 1)nsp (where nsp is the spontaneous emission fator, m is the number of
EDFAs, and G is the amplier gain) whih is muh greater than the number of
photons from shot-noise (1 photon) [7℄. It is lear that the Carrier-to-Noise Ratio
γs after EDFAs hain was largely dened based on ASE noise ( the shot-noise-
limit is negligible in suh a system [7℄)
γs =
GNs
m(G− 1)nsp ≈
Ns
mnsp
(4.9)
Where Ns is the number of photons per symbol. For self-homodyne, the
bandwidth of the reeived signal was equal to the Baudrate (5GHz) while the
bandwidth for Self-Heterodyne with PM detetion was twie (10GHz if we used
baseband and rst harmoni for I&Q) as in Fig. 4.17. Consequently, the in-band
ASE noise of self-heterodyne with PM detetion was double the in-band ASE
noise of self-homodyne. That leads to the 3dB penalty in Reeiver Sensitivity of
Self-Heterodyne with PM detetion omparing with Self-homodyne method.
Although there is a 3dB penalty assoiated with heterodyne demodulation un-
der ASE-limited ondition, the oherent PM detetion reeiver oers not only the
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Figure 4.16: Illustration of aumulated ASE in EDFAs hain
(a) PM Detetion method (b) Self-Homodyne method
Figure 4.17: Examples of Power Spetral Density of reeived E-eld
potential for a low-ost integrated solution but an also signiantly simplify the
front end of optial oherent reeivers. Moreover, this reeiver onguration ould
be feasibly migrated towards higher order modulation formats suh as dieren-
tial m-PSK and dierential m-QAM without additional hardware implementation
requirements.
The PM detetion sheme an be employed in a new oherent reeiver as
illustrated by the blok diagram in Fig. 4.18. The phase-modulated optial loal
osillator is ombined with the reeived optial eld via the 3 dB oupler. The
I and Q omponents are reovered from the balaned detetor output at base-
band and demodulated at the arrier frequeny, respetively, through mathed
lters. This onguration provides a trade-o between homodyne detetion that
uses a 90o hybrid and two balaned detetors, and heterodyne detetion that
uses a 3 dB oupler and one balaned detetor plus I/Q demodulations at the
intermediate frequeny [28℄. The PM detetion reeiver thus oers the potential
for an integrated solution [29℄ to homodyne detetion and for simplifying the
front-end of oherent optial reeivers.
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Figure 4.18: The proposed onguration for PM detetion oherent reeiver
4.3 A novel Baudrate-Pilot-Aided Quadrature Am-
plitude Modulation transmission sheme
Pilot-aided transmission has been shown to be an eient method to solve laser
phase noise issues [30, 31℄. In ontrast with the fully optial oherent reeiver
onguration, a diret detetion reeiver oers simpler hardware implementation
and only requires a single photo-diode (PD) integrated with a trans-impedane
amplier . However the onventional diret detetion system an only support
amplitude modulation formats as it is unable to fully reover the omplex optial
eld. In this setion, we propose a novel pilot-aided transmission sheme with
diret detetion. With the aid of a pilot-tone added before transmitting data over
the optial ber hannel, the sheme is able to anel the laser phase noise and
reover data enoded on the omplex optial eld (both phase and amplitude),
while taking advantage of the simple diret detetion reeiver. We set the pilot
tone frequeny at the baudrate and used mathed ltering to reover the high-
order QAM symbols in the presene of very high levels of laser phase noise.
Through analytial model and experimental results, we demonstrate a pilot-aided
transmission system that employs dierent types of lasers, inluding the SG-DBR
laser, and diret detetion for 16-QAM at 2.5 Gbaud. We will rstly review the
theoretial basis and numerial simulation for the proposed baudrate-pilot-aided
transmission sheme. The experimental results will then validate the proposed
transmission sheme.
4.3.1 Basi onept
The basi onept of Baudrate-Pilot-Aided QAM transmission involves transmit-
ting a pilot tone that is oherent with the optial arrier in order to provide a
phase referene at the reeiver. Figure 4.19 illustrates the oneptual spetral
representation of the proposed transmission sheme. An optial pilot tone that
has idential phase properties with the optial arrier will be added to the QAM
modulated data before transmission as in Fig. 4.19a. The generation of the pilot
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(a) Spetrum of transmitted signal (b) Spetrum of reeived signal.
Figure 4.19: Basi onept of Baudrate-Pilot-Aided transmission sheme.
tone an be performed: (i) digitally by a high speed DAC, (ii) optially by means
of optial omb generation, (iii) eletrially by an osillator or extrated from
system lok of the transmitter.
At the reeiver, diret detetion of the optially oherent data signal and pilot
tone would then anel the phase/frequeny noise of the transmitter laser. The
analytial model whih will be presented latter explains this interesting hara-
teristis of the proposed sheme. Figure 4.19b depits the oneptual spetrum
of the reeived signal after a square law detetor - the photodiode. The desired
data will be sitting on the pilot tone due to the mixing term between the pilot
and the data on the optial arrier. Intuitively, the pilot tone should be plaed
far enough from the optial arrier with a guard band so that this ross term
will not interfere with the base band omponent shown in Fig. 4.19b. This ap-
proah will ost some unused optial bandwidth for the guard band. For spetral
eieny, we propose that the pilot tone frequeny is set to oinide with the
baudrate, thus eliminating the guard band by plaing the tone at the edge of
the main lobe of the symbol spetrum. In this ase, the optial spetrum of
the desired data will signiantly overlap the baseband spetral omponent as in
Fig. 4.19b. However, these two terms are orthogonal beause the pilot frequeny
is ommensurate with the system baudrate. Consequently, the transmitted data
an be reovered by means of mathed lters. The analytial model in this setion
will explain this onept in more detail.
4.3.1.1 Analytial model
The omplex baseband signal with pilot tone an be modeled as (for brevity, we
rstly ignore additive Gaussian noise)
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s(t) = A(t)ej[φ(t)+θ(t)] + Cej[ωpt+θ(t)] (4.10)
where A(t) and φ(t) are the symbol amplitude and phase, C and ωp(t) are
the amplitude and frequeny of the pilot tone. The optially oherent symbol
and pilot are subjeted to the same laser phase noise θ(t) of the optial arrier.
The square-law output signal from the photodiode is given by (assume a detetor
responsivity of 1 A/W):
rpd(t) = s(t)s
∗(t) = [A2(t) + C2] + CA(t)ej[ωpt−φ(t)] + CA(t)ej[−ωpt+φ(t)] (4.11)
Equation 4.11 learly shows the phase noise anellation after detetion thanks
to the presene of the pilot tone. The omplex QAM symbol, A(t)eφ(t), an be
demodulated by mixing the diret-deteted signal rpd(t) with the omplex pilot
tone ejωp(t) to yield:
rb(t) = rpd(t)e
jωpt = CA(t)ejφ(t) + [A2(t) + C2]ejωpt + CA(t)ej[2ωpt−φ(t)] (4.12)
The base-band QAM symbol ould then be reovered from rb(t) by means of
mathed ltering with the pilot tone frequeny hosen to be ommensurate with
the baudrate, i.e., fp = 1/T , where T is the symbol duration:
rm(mT ) =
1
T
ˆ mT
(m−1)T
rb(t)dt =
1
T
ˆ mT
(m−1)T
CA(t)e−jφ(t)dt
+
1
T
ˆ mT
(m−1)T
[A2(t) + C2]ej
2pit
T dt (4.13)
+
1
T
ˆ mT
(m−1)T
CA(t)e−jφ(t)ej
4pit
T dt
The seond and third terms in the above expression integrate to zero sine
the period of the pilot tone and the symbol duration are ommensurate. The
mathed lter thus reovers the omplex QAM symbols at the output samples:
rm(m) = CA(m)e
−jφ(m)
, (m− 1)T < t < mT .
4.3.1.2 Additive Gaussian noise analysis
In the following, the eet of noise is inorporated into the baseband signal model
in equation 4.10 as s(t)+n(t), where n(t) is the omplex additive white Gaussian
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noise (AWGN). Assuming the laser phase noise θ(t) is onstant over the symbol
duration T, the noise ontribution after mathed ltering is given by:
npd(t) =
[
A(t)ej(φ(t)+θ(t)) + Cej[ωpt+θ(t)]
]× n∗(t)
+
[
A(t)e−j(φ(t)+θ(t)) + Ce−j[ωpt+θ(t)]
]× n(t) + n(t)× n∗(t) (4.14)
nb(t) = npd(t)e
jωp(t) = Cn(t)e−jθ(t) +
+
[
n2(t) + 2A(t)Re{n∗(t)ej[φ(t)+θ(t)]}] ejωpt (4.15)
+Cn∗(t)ejθ(t)ej2ωp(t)
and:
nm(mT ) =
1
T
ˆ mT
(m−1)T
nb(t)dt =
1
T
ˆ mT
(m−1)T
[n0(t) + n1(t) + n2(t)]dt (4.16)
The expressions for npd(t), nb(t) and nm(mT ) orrespond to the noise om-
ponents of the photo-detetor output, the demodulated signal, and the mathed
lter signal, respetively. nm(mT ) onsists of the noise terms at baseband n0(t),
rst harmoni n1(t) and seond harmoni n2(t). The amplitudes of the transmit-
ted symbols and the pilot both ontribute to a slight enhanement of the noise
level at the reeiver. In pratie semiondutor lasers have relative intensity noise
(RIN) as well that also aets the noise terms in equation 4.16.
4.3.1.3 Simulation
Baseband simulation has been arried out to validate the theoretial analysis and
to verify the immunity of the proposed sheme to the laser phase noise. The
simulated laser phase noise inludes white-FM noise, relaxation osillation and
exess 1/fα noise [18℄. We deploy a 16-QAM system at 2.5 Gbaud with a 2.5 GHz
pilot tone. The simulations also aounted for the nonlinearity of the optial IQ
modulator. Figure 4.20a depits the simulated FM-noise spetrum with a white-
FM noise level of S0 = 1.6 MHz (the at portion in the FM-noise spetrum)
orresponding to an intrinsi linewidth of 5 MHz, a relaxation osillation at 8
GHz and a high level of exess noise below 100 MHz. The reeived symbol
onstellations with and without the laser phase noise in Figs. 4.20b and 4.20,
respetively, are idential, demonstrating that the sheme is immune to the laser
phase noise. The outer symbols show the eets of amplitude enhanement to
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(a)
(b) ()
Figure 4.20: (a) FM-noise spetrum of simulated laser phase noise; reeived sym-
bol onstellations (b) without and () with laser phase noise.
AWGN as expeted from equation 4.16.
The pilot-to-signal power ratio (PSR) is an important fator that would ef-
fetively aet the system performane [30℄. In the simulation, we evaluate the
impat of the PSR and determine its optimum value for the experiments later.
Figure 4.21 illustrates the eet of PSR on the BER as well as the reeived SNR.
The optimum range for PSR varies from -2 dB to 4 dB for BER < 10−4 and less
than 1 dB of SNR degradation.
4.3.2 Experiment Setup
We now evaluate the performane of the high order QAM baudrate-pilot-aided
systems when employing dierent type of lasers at the transmitter. Figure 4.22a
shows the experimental setup for a bak-to-bak pilot-aided system. In the stati
senario, the transmitter employed an external avity laser, a distributed feedbak
laser or an SG-DBR laser to evaluate the immunity of the proposed sheme to
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Figure 4.21: The impat of pilot-to-signal power ratio for 16-QAM at 2.5 Gbaud
(solid urve: BER performane, dash urve: SNR ).
dierent phase noise harateristis. The 2.5 Gbaud quadrature symbols with a
omplex sinusoidal pilot tone at 2.5 GHz were generated in Matlab at 4 samples
per symbol as illustrated in Fig. 4.23a and loaded onto an arbitrary waveform
generator operating at 10 Gsamples/s. The AWG outputs were amplied to drive
the IQ modulator that was biased lose to the null points. The driving signals
were arefully optimized to ope with the nonlinearity of the eletrial ampliers
and the optial modulator. The optial output power from the modulator was
adjusted by the rst variable optial attenuator for the reeiver input power. The
reeiver onsisted of two EDFA's and two optial bandpass lters (OBPF) having
Gaussian proles, with a seond VOA maintaining an input optial power at 2
dBm into a 10 GHz photo-detetor that has an integrated TIA. Figure 4.23b
shows the optial spetrum of the transmitted signal. The harmonis of the pilot
tone are largely due to the nonlinearity of the modulator.
A real-time sope aptured the output signal of the photo-detetor at a sam-
pling rate of 25 Gsamples/s. The sampled signals were then fed into a omputer
for o-line digital signal proessing as illustrated in Fig. 4.23b. The lok reovery
was rstly performed with the aid of training symbols. The aptured signal was
then demodulated by multiplying with a omplex sinusoid at 2.5 GHz, followed
by mathed ltering for symbol reovery. The reovered symbols were normalized
and ompensated for a onstant phase oset prior to data demodulation. The
BER ounting was then arried out on the demodulated bit streams, with 105
bits ounted for eah BER value.
In ontrast to the reeiver simpliity in Fig. 4.23b, a fully oherent optial
reeiver would require a front-end of a 90-degree hybrid with a laser LO and bal-
aned photo-detetors. The bak-end DSP must perform omplex algorithms for
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arrier frequeny and phase reovery in addition to yle slips orretion that de-
pend on the QAM modulation formats and the laser phase noise harateristis.
Moreover, the reeiver struture in Fig. 4.23b opens the possibility of upgrad-
ing widely deployed diret detetion systems with the proposed low omplexity
sheme that enables the use of advaned modulation format transmission.
4.3.3 System performane evaluation
As mentioned above, we evaluate the sheme with lasers having dierent phase
noise harateristis: (1) a 50 KHz linewidth ECL at 1547 nm, (2) a 10 MHz
linewidth DFB laser at 1540 nm, and (3) an SG-DBR tunable laser with a white
FM noise level orresponding to a 300 KHz linewidth. Again, biasing the passive
tuning setions of the SG-DBR laser resulted in large exess 1/fα noise that
has been shown to signiantly degrade the performane of oherent systems,
speially at low baud rates as in previous setions. Figure 4.24 shows the
example reovered symbol onstellations that dier only slightly for the three
dierent lasers with the baudrate-pilot-aided sheme. The symbols are slightly
elliptial due to nonlinearity from the eletrial driving ampliers and the IQ
optial modulator whih also exhibits non-perfet orthogonality that ould not
be ompletely ompensated by the reeiver DSP. The BER at -20 dBm sensitivity
is well below the FEC limit of 3.8 × 10−3 and is within a fator of two for all
three lasers. In ontrast, a oherent system employing 16-QAM would require
very narrow linewidth lasers suh as the ECL for 2.5 Gbaud.
Figure 4.25 ompares the bak-to-bak BER performane of the pilot-aided
sheme for the three dierent lasers. The plots show similar performane for
all three lasers despite their dierent phase noise harateristis. The operating
wavelength of the tunable SG-DBR laser varied from λ = 1547.9nm when the
gain setion was biased at IGain = 120mA, to λ = 1541.8nm when both gain
and bak setions were biased, and λ = 1551.5nm when biasing all four setions,
yielding inreasing levels of exess FM noise. The performane dierene between
the lasers is attributed to the disparity in the demodulated noise enhanement
that depends on the output power of the lasers, their RIN noise, and reeiver
noise as disussed previously. The experimental results onrm that the proposed
baudrate-pilot-aided sheme is highly immune to the laser phase noise.
To reap, a baudrate-pilot-aided transmission with diret detetion sheme
for high-order QAM formats has been proposed and demonstrated through ana-
lytial modelling and experimental results. The low omplexity reeiver is highly
immune to the laser phase noise. The proposed sheme was demonstrated for a
16-QAM system operating at 2.5 Gbaud and employing an SG-DBR laser with
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.22: (a) Experiment setup for baudrate-piloted-aided sheme for 16-QAM
at 2.5 Gbaud; (b) Optial spetrum of transmitted signal (optial resolution band-
width: 0.16pm).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.23: Transeiver struture of baudrate-pilot-aided sheme for QAM: (a)
Transmitter struture; (b) Reeiver struture inluding signal proessing (in dash
line), PD: photodiode, TIA: trans-impedane amplier, LO: loal osillator.
(a)
(b) ()
Figure 4.24: Reeived onstellations of pilot-aided 16-QAM at 2.5 Gbaud in stati
senario with three dierent lasers: (a) ECL (∆ν = 50KHz), (b) DFB laser
(∆ν = 10MHz), () SG-DBR laser biasing 4 setions.
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Figure 4.25: BER of 16-QAM baudrate-pilot-aided systems at 2.5 Gbaud utilizing
the three dierent types of lasers.
large exess phase noise.
4.4 Summary
In this hapter, we have extensively examined the signiant impats of the om-
pliated phase noise proesses of the SG-DBR lasers in a oherent optial om-
muniation system employing high order modulation formats. We onrmed that
while the white FM-noise has been determined to largely dene the lower bound
of BER performane, the system operation ould potentially be impaired by the
exess laser phase noise. We have then examined the robustness of a seond-
order DD-PLL phase traking tehnique in a oherent system employing 16-QAM
modulation format at 16 Gbaud to overome this issue. The experimental results
present the ability to employ monolithi tunable lasers for high order QAM mod-
ulation formats with oherent systems. The yle slip eets of a SG-DBR laser
in a 10.7 Gbaud QPSK transmission system with well-known phase noise traking
algorithms is also investigated. A new CS detetion/orretion method has then
been developed to solve this problem.
Subsequently, we proposed and demonstrated a oherent self-heterodyne re-
eiver based on PM detetion for DQPSK modulation to eetively overome the
phase noise issue of the SG-DBR lasers. The new oherent PM detetion reeiver
not only oers the potential for a low-ost integrated solution but an also sig-
niantly simplify the front end of optial oherent reeivers with the feasibility
of migrating toward higher order modulation formats. A baudrate-pilot-aided
transmission with diret detetion sheme for high-order QAM formats has also
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been proposed. The low omplexity reeiver is highly immune to the laser phase
noise. The proposed sheme was demonstrated for a 16-QAM system operating
at 2.5 Gbaud and employing an SG-DBR laser transmitter. Besides the above
advantages, the baudrate-pilot-aided transmission sheme has its own drawbaks.
These inlude wasting additional optial power in the pilot tone and having higher
requirement on the SNR of the reeived signal. These disadvantages would also
need to be taken into aount when designing a ommuniations link with the
proposed method.
As the optial ommuniations networks moving towards advaned modula-
tion formats and fast re-ongurable networks, the next hapter will be dediated
to investigating the use of the SG-DBR lasers in a fast-swithing optial paket
network employing the above advaned modulation formats. The performane
degradation of suh a system during and after a wavelength-swithing event of a
SG-DBR laser transmitter will be intensively investigated.
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Chapter 5
Optial Paket Swithing with
Advaned Modulation Formats
As disussed in the previous hapters, to address the apaity runh in optial
networks, spetrally eient transmission shemes employing high order quadra-
ture amplitude modulation formats with oherent detetion are being extensively
explored as the potential andidates for next generation optial networks [1℄. In
addition, rapid reonguration of the optial network with optial paket/burst
swithing tehnology allows the ampliation bandwidth of the ber to be used
more eiently [2, 3, 4℄. Combining oherent transmission tehniques with opti-
al paket/burst swithing tehnology an enable optial networks that are highly
eient both temporally and spetrally. Optial paket swithing that employs
fully oherent detetion for PM-QPSK [2℄, self-homodyne detetion for DQPSK
[3, 4℄, 16-QAM polarization multiplexed pilot with self-homodyne oherent de-
tetion [5℄, or 16-QAM Baudrate-Pilot-Aided transmission sheme with diret
detetion [6℄ have been reently reported.
As disussed in hapter 1, one of the potential optial networks onguration
employing optial paket/burst swithing with advaned modulation formats is
as follows: At the optial transportation layer, we make use of fast-tunable op-
tial transeivers in the optial nodes. These tunable transeivers an swith to
or selet an available wavelength on the ITU-grid that is used to transmit or
reeive the data optial pakets. Obviously, the key omponent in fast-tuning
transeivers will be the fast-wavelength-swithing tunable lasers, and the SG-
DBR laser is a potential hoie as disussed previously. However the onsider-
able phase/frequeny noise in SG-DBR lasers would utuate even more during a
wavelength swithing transient in this highly dynami network senario, espeially
for short optial pakets. In this hapter, we will investigate the performane of
the system emulating the optial paket swithing senario utilizing advaned
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modulation formats. We will rstly examine suh a system with DQPSK modu-
lation format at 10.7 Gbaud in setion 5.1. In setion 5.2, we then move to optial
paket swithing systems employing higher order QAM modulation format with
the proposed Baudrate-Pilot-Aided transmission sheme in the previous hapter.
The last setion, setion 5.3 will onlude the hapter.
5.1 Optial paket swithing with Self-Homodyne
DQPSK
Wavelength swithing times of less than 5ns have been demonstrated using the
SG-DBR laser [7℄ making it suitable for optial paket swithing, however its
signiant phase noise level may redue its suitability if phase-shift-keying based
advaned optial modulation formats are employed in the optial paket swithed
network. Even though the DQPSK modulation format with diret detetion has a
high tolerane to laser phase noise, this transmission sheme still suers from the
high level of phase/frequeny instability during the wavelength swithing event
of the SG-DBR laser. In this setion, through detailed experimental studies,
this performane degradation during the transient state of the emulated optial
pakets is investigated.
5.1.1 Experiment setup for time resolved BER measure-
ment
The experiment setup to investigate the performane of DQPSK transmission
system during transient and steady states of a wavelength swithing event is
illustrated in Fig. 5.1. We demonstrate a 10.7 Gbaud DQPSK transmission
system employing an SG-DBR transmitter. The SG-DBR laser was a simple
buttery pakaged devie without a wavelength loker, miro-ontroller or other
iruitry, thus giving a realisti aount of the devie apabilities. The bak mirror
urrent was biased to operate with single mode stati operation at wavelengths
1553.54 nm or 1547.3nm respetively. An IQ modulator (biased lose to the null
points) was driven by the omplementary PRBS outputs of a 10.7Gb/s Pulse
Pattern Generator (PPG) de-orrelated by 12 bits using an eletrial delay. The I
and Q eletrial driving signals were lowpass ltered and amplied before entering
the IQ modulator. The modulated optial output is then passing through a two-
stage optial pre-amplied reeiver as in Fig. 5.1. A 10.7Gb/s one-bit-delay
interferometer was implemented at the reeiver side to dierentially demodulate
the in-phase or quadrature data independently.
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Figure 5.1: Experiment setup for time resolved BER measurement
To emulate an optial paket swithing senario, instead of a onstant bias
urrent to the Bak setion of the SG-DBR laser as in the stati senario, a square
wave of 10MHz was used to drive the bak setion of the SG-DBR laser to swith
between the two wavelengths (orresponding to 50ns data pakets). The desired
optial hannel (wavelength) is seleted by means of the narrow band optial
lter at the front-end of the reeiver as in Fig. 5.1. We then measured the time
resolved BER during this proess. To do so, the Error Detetor (ED) was gated
with 5ns pulses that ould be varied in position with respet to the paket. The
pulse generator and the osillosope were both triggered by the swithing signal.
The measurement results for both stati and dynami swithing senarios are
presented in the next subsetion.
5.1.2 Measurement results
Firstly, for the stati senario, the BER was measured separately for the I and Q
omponents of the reeived signal at eah wavelength (1553.54nm and 1547.3nm)
as shown in Fig. 5.2a. Reeiver sensitivities of between -29dBm and -30dBm at
a BER of 10−9 were observed for I and Q on eah hannel. As illustrated by the
results, we have the system operating well with stable performane in a stati
senario. We then swith the operating wavelength of the SG-DBR laser between
the two hannels as desribed in the previous subsetion. Figure 5.2b depits the
average optial spetrum observed from an optial spetrum analyzer (OSA) for
the two optial hannels when applying wavelength swithing.
For the dynami swithing senario, the time resolved BER performane dur-
ing the swithing event are shown in Fig. 5.2. It an be seen that the time
required to swith from 1547.3 nm to 1553.54 nm and obtain error free transmis-
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(a) Reeiver sensitivity in Stati senario (b) Swithing wavelengths
() Swithing senario (d) Measured data pakets
Figure 5.2: Time-resolved BER in swithing event of SG-DBR
Figure 5.3: The measured instantaneous frequeny (blue solid line) on top of
the amplitude of the optial pakets (dash gray line) for the swithing event of
SG-DBR laser
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sion at this wavelength was approximately 12 ns while it takes approximately 24
ns to swith bak to 1547.3nm. The upper gure in Fig. 5.2d shows the example
osillosope traes of the measured data pakets while the lower gure represents
the error free transmission windows for the two optial hannels.
Even though the SG-DBR lasers take about 5ns to swith from one wavelength
to the other wavelength, it would take longer time for the frequeny/phase of the
optial output to settle down. The performane degradation during the transient
stage an be attributed to the phase/frequeny instability during the swithing
event. We then performed the phase/frequeny instability measurement for wave-
length swithing events of the SG-DBR laser using the Self-Homodyne method
with oherent reeiver to larify the above results. Similarly, the Bak setion was
used to swith the wavelength as in the system experiments but at lower swithing
frequeny, 1 MHz, for longer observation time. The instantaneous frequeny was
then alulated from the aptured E-eld. Figure 5.3 shows the instantaneous
frequeny (superimposed on aptured data in gray dash line) during a wavelength
swithing event. The result shows that it would take less than 25 ns for the in-
stantaneous frequeny from the tunable laser to be within 500MHz of its target
frequeny, orresponding to the time for the DQPSK system obtain error free
transmission after the wavelength swith as in the system experimental results.
5.2 Optial paket swithing with Baudrate-Pilot-
Aided modulation sheme
As demonstrated in hapter 4, the Baudrate-Pilot-Aided transmission sheme
with diret detetion has the advantage of immunity to laser phase/frequeny
noise. Obviously, this transmission sheme is highly suitable for optial paket
swithing networks where the phase/frequeny of the optial arrier in eah paket
utuates strongly. Speially when the optial pakets beome shorter (for higher
throughput of the entire network), the optial arrier might not be able to settle
down suiently quikly to permit advaned modulation format transmission in
the paket. In this setion, we will investigate the system performane of the
emulated optial pakets in a swithing network utilizing 16-QAM Baudrate-
Pilot-Aided transmission at 2.5 Gbaud.
5.2.1 Experiment setup
The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 5.4 and is similar to the setup for Baudrate-
Pilot-Aided transmission in the preeding hapter exept some hanges for the
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Figure 5.4: Experimental setup for baudrate-piloted-aided sheme for 16-QAM
at 2.5 Gbaud for optial wavelength swithing senarios.
optial paket swithing senario. We investigate the performane of the proposed
sheme in a dynami senario orresponding to a wavelength swithing event of
the SG-DBR laser. The optial paket swithing was emulated by driving the
bak setion of the SG-DBR devie with a 1 MHz lok signal that has the high
and low voltage levels adjusted for wavelength swithing between λ = 1547.9nm
and λ = 1541.8nm. The gain setion bias was kept at 120 mA throughout the
experiment. The rst optial bandpass lter was used to selet the required
hannel. No power penalty was observed when the bandwidth of the optial
band pass lter varied from 1 nm to 0.4 nm (as would be employed in a 100
GHz ITU-grid system). Figure 5.5 shows the example reeived optial pakets at
the photo-detetor output over a 12µs time interval. A trigger signal from the
AWG to the real-time sope, as shown in Fig. 5.4, supports lok reovery for
the seleted paket.
5.2.2 Measurement results
At 2.5 Gbaud with 16-QAM modulation format, the dynami BER was found
to reah stable performane after a transient period of 4.8 ns, or 12 symbols,
following a wavelength swithing event. Figures 5.6a and 5.6b display the sym-
bol onstellations of the reovered optial pakets in Fig. 5.5 with and without
the 12 transient symbols, respetively, immediately after the laser has swithed
wavelength.
The aggregated BER ounting was arried out over 12 optial pakets, eah
exluding the 12 transient symbols following the wavelength swithing event.
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Figure 5.5: Emulated optial pakets for optial paket swithing senario with
SG-DBR lasers
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Emulated optial paket swithing with SG-DBR lasers: (a) Reeived
onstellation with transient symbols (in red olor), (b) Reeived onstellation
without transient symbols.
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Figure 5.7: Aggregated BER vs. OSNR of optial pakets seleted less than 5 ns
after swithing event.
Figure 5.7 shows the aggregated BER versus OSNR for the wavelength swith-
ing pakets that ompares very well to the stati BER. The results demonstrate
that with the proposed pilot-aided sheme, the dynami performane reahes the
stable ondition without any degradation within 12 symbols of a swithing event.
This is in spite of the inevitable laser frequeny transients that have been found
to degrade the performane of DQPSK in wavelength swithing appliations [4℄.
We note that oherent detetion an support optial paket or burst swithing
with about an 8 dB improvement in reeiver sensitivity. However, the reeiver
omplexity would be higher and the duration of a swithing transient would last
muh longer than 12 symbols, with the DSP taking a few hundred symbols to
ahieve the steady state performane [8℄. This would greatly redue the network
throughput as the time required after a laser swithing event for suessful data
transmission ould be as high as hundreds of nano-seonds. Furthermore, oher-
ent detetion of high-order modulation formats is signiantly aeted by laser
phase noise and requires very narrow linewidth laser for both transmitter and
reeiver LO lasers as disussed in the previous hapter.
To reap, the baudrate-pilot-aided transmission with diret detetion sheme
for 16-QAM modulation formats has shown that the low omplexity reeiver is
highly immune to the laser phase noise and well suited for fast optial paket
swithing. The proposed sheme was demonstrated for a 16-QAM system op-
erating at 2.5 Gbaud and employing an SG-DBR laser with large exess phase
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noise. The system reahed the steady state operation in less than 5 ns following
a swithing event. Compared with an optial paket (burst) oherent reeiver,
the proposed sheme with its spetrally eient pilot tone employs low omplex-
ity reeiver and DSP implementation, and has the ability to migrate to higher
modulation formats and baud rates.
5.3 Summary
In this hapter, we have examined the performane of the emulated optial paket
swithing senario using the SG-DBR laser as a fast-wavelength-swithing devie.
These systems employed advaned modulation formats whih oer high spetral
eieny to inrease the total throughput of the entire optial network. The
performane degradation during the transient stage of the wavelength swithing
events, orresponding to the beginning of the optial data paket, has been ob-
served and investigated. The instability of laser emission frequeny along the
optial data paket results in performane degradation of the system employing
DQPSK modulation format.
To overome the above issue, we then proposed and investigated the perfor-
mane of the Baudrate-Pilot-Aided high order QAM transmission sheme with
diret detetion for optial paket swithing networks. The proposed sheme
signiantly improves the system performane during the transient stage of the
wavelength swithing event, whih satises the need to migrate to higher order
modulation formats suh as 16-QAM or 64-QAM. Experimental results in this
hapter with 16-QAM at 2.5 Gbaud have onrmed this proposed solution.
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Chapter 6
Conlusions and Future Diretions
The state-of-the-art optial transportation networks are moving to provide better
ommuniations servies with higher total apaity and lower lateny in the en-
tire network. Advaned modulation formats aompanied by highly agile optial
networks would enable the ability to ope with the above targets for a future om-
muniations network infrastruture. The aim of this thesis is to address some of
the important hallenges that need to be takled for the implementation of both
advaned optial modulation formats and fast re-ongurable optial networks
in the near future. In this hapter, we will summarize the ahievements of the
researh presented in this thesis and also disuss future researh diretions.
6.1 Conlusion
Through hapters 1-5 in this thesis, we have extensively investigated the applia-
tion of spetrally eient optial modulation formats in future fast re-ongurable
optial networks. Firstly, we reviewed the urrent state of the art of optial trans-
portation networks. The fundamental limit of the optial networks with the reent
researh and development trends have been revised. We then propose that one
eetive way to further inrease the total throughput of the entire optial trans-
portation network is to ombine the advaned optial modulation formats with
optial paket/burst swithing networks. The key omponent in suh a system is
the fast-wavelength-swithing monolithi tunable laser, partiularly the Sampled-
Grating Distributed Bragg Reetor laser. However as demonstrated previously,
SG-DBR lasers experiene sophistiated phase noise properties that would signif-
iantly impat their performane within systems whih use advaned modulation
formats. I then proposed and experimentally demonstrated a few approahes to
overome these issues. Finally, the appliation of the SG-DBR lasers in optial
paket swithing networks employing advaned modulation formats have been ex-
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amined. The key ndings resulting from this researh are summarized as follows.
6.1.1 Devie perspetive
The SG-DBR laser devie exhibits ompliated phase noise harateristis. Firstly,
we reviewed the fundamentals of phase noise in semiondutor lasers and then
developed the theory for the multi-setion monolithi tunable lasers. The theo-
retial phase/frequeny noise of the SG-DBR laser onsists of: (1) the Shawlow-
Townes-Henry phase noise (quantum noise followed a random-walk proess in
phase, also all white FM-noise) with relaxation osillation above 5GHz; (2) the
ltered FM-noise from the dynamis of the arriers in passive setions (tuning
setions); and espeially the low frequeny noise inluding the iker 1/f noise
and the frequeny random-walk 1/f 2 noise. Aurate phase noise measurement
methods have been demonstrated and onrmed the phase noise proesses in
SG-DBR lasers. By looking at the detailed phase noise measurement results, we
were able to resolve the ontributions of the individual phase proesses whih will
be useful for understanding their origin, and proposing tehniques to redue the
phase noise in SG-DBR lasers.
The ltered FM-noise ould be redued through a areful laser design proess
to optimize the laser struture when the phase noise property was targeted. The
noise from the urrent soure injeting into the passive setions is one of the
ontributions to the ltered FM-noise and the low frequeny noise (the 1/fα
noise). A areful design for low noise urrent soures (espeially for injeting
into passive setions) would help to improve the spetral purity of these tunable
lasers.
6.1.2 Communiation Systems perspetive
The detailed understanding of phase noise properties of the SG-DBR lasers sup-
ports the extensive investigation of the performane of optial ommuniation
systems with advaned modulation formats employing this type of tunable laser.
Experimental results onrmed that the white FM-noise basially denes the
lower limit for the BER performane of the oherent ommuniations systems
while the low frequeny 1/fα noise in the SG-DBR lasers will potentially in-
rease the instability of the system performane in term of BER and yle slip
probability.
Novel transmission shemes with advaned DSP algorithms have been pro-
posed to eetively overome these issues. For fully optial oherent reeption, a
seond-order DD-PLL an be deployed to simultaneously trak the fast phase and
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low frequeny noise of the SG-DBR lasers. For self-oherent reeption, a novel
oherent self-heterodyne reeiver with PM detetion tehnique has been shown
to give very high laser phase noise tolerane and be able to move to higher order
modulation formats. For diret detetion, a Baudrate-Pilot-Aided QAM trans-
mission sheme was proposed and proved its robustness to any phase/frequeny
noise proesses in the SG-DBR laser, while oering a high spetral eieny
solution for pilot-based ommuniation systems.
6.1.3 Optial paket swithing networks perspetive
The performane degradation during the transient state of a wavelength swithing
event of the SG-DBR lasers has been examined. Experimental results show that
the optial paket swithing systems employing DQPSKmodulation format would
require tens of nano-seonds to ahieve error-free transmission after a wavelength
swithing event. Even though the SG-DBR lasers take less than 5ns to swith
from one wavelength to another, it would take a longer time (10s of ns) for
the frequeny/phase of the emission optial eld to settle down . In this ase,
the Baudrate-Pilot-Aided QAM transmission sheme would be the most suitable
solution due to its immunity to large phase/frequeny utuations of the laser
eld. Experimental results onrmed that this transmission sheme an reah its
stati performane within 5 ns after the wavelength swithing event.
6.2 Future researh
From the urrent ahievements of this researh, some of future researh diretions
would be as follows.
6.2.1 Devies perspetive
A more omplete mathematial model for monolithi tunable lasers would need to
be developed to obtain a deeper understanding of the original physial proesses
of laser phase noise. The new model would aount for more devie parameters
in terms of devie struture and material of dierent setions in the tunable laser.
This would allow us to ompare the extensive haraterization of the fabriated
devies with the results from these models. Optimizing the monolithi devie
struture by targeting laser phase noise properties would be a hallenging researh
diretion.
Photoni integration for the transmitter and reeiver used in oherent om-
muniation systems would also need to be arefully investigated. In the mean
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time, the peripheral eletroni iruits for biasing, driving, temperature ondi-
tioning, et. would need to be extensively re-examined. The nal researh target
would be an integrated solution for the ompat fast-tuning optial transeiver
that would eetively realize the optial nodes for an all optial paket swithing
network.
6.2.2 Communiation Systems perspetive
In parallel with devie researh and development, advaned DSP for both the
transmitter and reeiver would need to be improved to optimize the ultimate sys-
tem performane. Espeially, for the fully oherent systems, advaned phase/frequeny
traking algorithms in ombination with a robust yle sip orretion method
would require more intensive eorts to bring the monolithi tunable lasers to the
ommerially oherent ommuniation appliations. The total spetral eieny
of the networks would be signiantly inreased with spae-division-multiplexing.
A ombination between advaned modulation formats with SDM and optial
paket swithing would drive a very interesting researh diretion with more hal-
lenges.
The baudrate-pilot-aided QAM transmission sheme with diret detetion
demonstrates a potentially ommerial appliation for a low ost optial om-
muniation link. The proposed system would however require more detailed
investigation into the hardware implementation that would be required. Even
though the transmitter and reeiver of suh a system have been demonstrated
digitally in this thesis with high sampling rate equipment, an analog solution
for this low ost system is feasible and would be an interesting potential future
researh diretion. It would be also interesting to develop the eient analog ir-
uitry for the funtional bloks in this transeiver suh as the pilot adding blok
for transmitter, lok reovery, math lter, et.
6.2.3 Optial paket swithing networks perspetive
Developing advaned DSP to redue the required settling time after the wave-
length swithing event for optial paket would require further investigation. The
omplex algorithms to ompensate for the strongly utuating parameters during
the transient time of the optial paket suh as frequeny, phase or polarization
(in fully oherent systems) would need to be improved to inrease the eieny
while reduing the omputational ost. Adaptive modulation formats would also
be a good solution to pursue in the future researh to solve these problems.
The optial paket swithing transportation networks would require a more ef-
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ient arhiteture for the upper network layers suh as the network management
layer. Software Dened Networks (SDN), whih urrently attrats onsiderable
researh and development eort, ould be intensively investigated to adapt with
this future optial network onguration. In addition, for future systems involv-
ing spae-division-multiplexing, the network onguration would beome very
omplex and that would also require an optimal network arhiteture design.
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